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Report reveals Chornobyl fallout
was equal to all tests, bombs
NEW YORK - A new Western
study of the Chornobyl nuclear reactor
disaster reveals that the April 26 acci–
dent emitted as much and possibly more
long-term radiation into the world's
atmosphere, topsoil and water as all the
nuclear, iests and bombs ever exploded,
reported The New York Times on
September 23.
The study, which was conducted in
the month since Soviet scientists pre–
sented their findings at an international
symposium in vienna by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in
California, saiC Reactor No. 4 may have
even released 50 percent more radio-
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Congress, dignitaries gather to mark
Ukrainian Helsinki Group anniversary

active cesium than have the total of
hundreds of atmospheric tests and the
two nuclear bombs dropped on Japan
at the end of World War H.
Cesium, the primary long-term com–
ponent in fallout, does not decay into
harmless substances for more than 100
years and has been associated with
health effects such as cancer and genetic
disease, wrote Times correspondent
Stuart Diamond.
Although nuclear bombs release
much more radiation that can cause
severe immediate problems, it lasts only
days or weeks, in contrast, nuclear
(Continued on page 11)

Demjanjuk charges expected by deadline
JERSEY C1TY, N J. - John Dem–
janjuk is expected to be charged on
September 28, according to family
members in the Cleveland area, and the
trial is then expected to begin in early
1987, according to lsraeli Justice Ministry sources.
The JTA news service from Jeru–
salem on July 18 reported that the
charge sheet against Mr. Demjanjuk is
under study by israel's State Attorney
Yona Blattman and a final draft should
be ready to be presented in court before

the end of the month. Mr. Demjanjuk's
current remand expires on October 1.
Mark O'Connor, attorney for the
former Cleveland autoworker suspect–
ed of being "ivan the Terrible," a guard
at the Treblinka death camp, told The
Cleveland Plain Dealer that the trial
date will depend on the nature of the
evidence presented against bis client.
"Our key concern right now is
whether Soviet-supplied evidence will
be presented by the israehs," he told the
(Continued on page 11)

Ukrainian Helsinki Group members Nadia Svitlychna and Nina Strokata with
Sens. Alfonse D'Amato and Robert Dole at reception marking the group's 10th
anniversary.
in commemorating the 10th anniversary
by Marta Kolomayets
of the founding of the Ukrainian Hel–
WASHINGTON - senators, con– sinki Group here on Tuesday evening,
gressman, dignitaries, staffers of the September 23.
Throughout the evening, which was
Helsinki Commission and legislative
aides joined two exiled members of the sponsored by the New Jersey-based
Ukrainian Helsinki Group and repre– Americans for Human Rights in U–
sentatives of the Ukrainian community kraine, members of the Senate and the
House of Representatives addressed
what they called the Soviet Union's
blatant disregard of the humanitarian
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Under- slaying a dragon and flanked, in both pubhc appear as a streak partially provisions of the Helsinki Final Act.
Although both Houses were in ses–
ground publishers of the outlawed languages, by the prayer: "St. George, covering the emblem.
Polish trade union Solidarity issued a our patron, we ask for an independent
The stamp, which had a 70 zlotys sion, a number of legislators stopped by
the
Dirksen Senate Office Building to
stamp in Wroclaw last year imprinted
(Polish currency) denomination and
Ukraine."
with a prayer to St. George, the patron
was dated Wroclaw 1985, was desig– address their constituents, and mark the
in the upper left corner of the stamp nated "Post of Fighting Solidarity," anniversary of the Ukrainian Helsinki
saint of soldiers, in Ukrainian and
Polish, asking his intercession in win– appears a reproduction of the Great (Poszta Solidarnosci Walczancej), Group, which was founded November
State Emblem of the Ukrainian Na– underground faction of the outlawed 9, 1976.
ning independence for Ukraine.
Sens. Robert Dole (R-Kansas), the
The stamp, which was printed simul– tional Republic of 1918: the classic trade union. The other two stamps also
taneously with two similar stamps with trident of St. volodymyr the Great feature pleas for national indepen– majority leader; Alfonse D'Amato (R–
prayers for the independence of Poland encircled by an ornamental wreath. The dence to religious figures closely idenfi– N.Y.), chairman of the Commission on
and Lithuania, featured a drawing of blue and yellow national colors of the fied with the respective nations, Poland Security and Cooperation in Europe;
Claiborne Pell (D-R.l.) and James
the legendary St. George on a horse independent Ukrainian National Re– and Lithuania.
Mc Clure (R-ldaho), also members of
the commission; as well as Sens. Rudy
Boschwitz (R-Minn.) and Pete Wilson
(R-Calif.) and Reps. Bill Green (R–
N.Y.), William Broomfield (R-Mich),
Ed Feighan (D-Ohio) and Dan Mica
(D-Fla.), stressed the importance of
monitoring human-rights violations in
the Soviet Union. Many called upon
Western democracies to act responsibly
and support the struggle for aclueve–
ment of human rights of Ukrainians and
other peoples living under Soviet rule.
Sen. D'Amato, who will lead the U.S.
delegation to the vienna review meeting
on the Helsinki Final Act beginning in
early November, pledged to "redouble
our efforts" adding that "our efforts
have not been sufficient in bringing to
light human-rights violations."
Sen. D'Amato singled out the plight
(Continued on page 11)
Stamps issued by Fighting Solidarity ask for independence for (from left) Poland,Ukraine and Lithuania.

Solidarity issues stamp on Ukrainian independence
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CHORNOBYL: political consequences
in this five-part series, David Marpies examines the information made
available about Chernobyl to date.
Some of the information contained
below will form part of Dr. Marples'
forthcoming book "Chernobyl and
Nuclear Power in the USSR "
by David Marples
PART i v

Oleksandcr Lyashko, visited both the
plant site and several areas of the
Chornobyl, Potiske, ivankiv and Bo–
rodiansky raions that had taken in
evacuees.
On July 11, a Plenum of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of
Ukraine was convened in Kiev to
discuss Chornobyl. Mr. Shcherbytsky
was the main speaker. Evidently he had
either survived a purge, or, as seems
more probable, he had never been in
any serious danger in the first place.
And indeed there is no hard evidence
that he has ever been out of favor with
Mr. Gorbachev.
At the same time, by their harsh
statements, the Moscow authorities h.d
given themselves the scope to carry out
dismissals among the Ukrainian party
hierarchy. That they did not do so may
be a result of a variety of factors,
including the nature of the Chornobyl
accident and its significance to,the
Soviet economy. At vienna and pre–
viously, the Soviets have taken care to
avoid implicating the party hierarchy
over the accident.
Human error is a more convenient
scapegoat since the party's dramatic
nuclear energy program remains intact.
Therefore the obvious targets for a
purge, such as the Kiev Oblast First
Secretary, Hryhoriy Revenko, have
kept their positions, while a host of
insignificance officials and plant operators have been expelled from the party
or reprimanded.
in addition, the USSR Ministry of
Power and Electrification and the State
Committee to Supervise the Safe Ope–
- ration of Atomic Energy, founded in
J983. after .'a catastrophe at;the vol–
godnsk reactor-manufacturing factory,
have borne the brunt of the "high-level"
dismissals. Their main fault appears to
have been a failure to watch over those
officials carrying out the tests on the
turbo-generator.
Evgeniy Kulov, the head of the SafetyCommittee was removed, along with G.
Shasharin, the first deputy minister of
power and electrification, A new mi–
nistry to supervise nuclear energy was
created. These measures reflect over–
whelmingly a concern less for safety
tnan for the Soviet nuclear industry as a
whole, which has been placed tempo–
rarily under international scrutiny.
Alongside concessions to the ІАЕА.
such as a review of reactor control rods,
and heightened safety measures with all
Soviet graphite-moderated reactors, the
Soviet nuclear energy authorities have
emphasized the viability of the future
program: Chornobyl's fifth and six'th
reactors are to be completed; the first
and second reactors are to be recon–
nected to the grid in October; the third
has not been abandoned; a new town for
10,000 plant workers is under construc–
tion on the banks of the Kiev Reser–
voir.
Under these circumstances, Soviet
motives become clear. A major political
purge in Ukraine would imperil this
program and would throw into doubt
the future of the industry in the USSR
as a whole.

There are two political aspects of the
Chernobyl disaster that should be
considered. One concerns what might
be termed a high-level political dispute
between Moscow and Ukrainian offi–
cials. The second, (artiich is more clearcut, encompasses dismissals as a result
of the accident.
it is clear that there were some
differences, between regional and Mos–
cow officials in the. first.days after the
accident. E.l. lhnatenko, the. deputy
chairman of the ail-Union Soyuzatome–
nergo, stated that when і „– flew to the
accident site from Moscow on April 26,
"1 had never realized that the situation
was so serious." Yalentin Falin, the
Director of Novosti news agency,
informed the West German magazine
Der Spiegel that General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev did not receive a
-detailed -account,,of, the. disaster. until
two day after the accident. The first
reports given to Moscow, Mr. Falin
maintained, were incomplete and "turn–
ed out to be incorrect."
After Yegor Ligachev and Nikolai
Ryzhkov had visited the accident zone
on May 2vadditional measures were
taken by the Politburo, implying that
11 those -iadapted;-ut -the. -local, le,vebpre–
ЬХІрчЙі ?bad, ,b^en. 4aade^uatev in, midMay, Pravda joined in the chorus,
criticizing the delays in the release of
information about the disaster, "which
contributed to people's anxiety." Again,
the comment seems to have been direct–
ed at local officials.
And yet, various circles in Moscow
were aware from the first of the import
of the,accident. At a press conference in
Moscow oft,!May ''f9?:lvah ;Emelianov
stated that the government commission
appointed by the Soviet government
began its work on the day of the
accident, i.e., April 26, a full two days
before any announcement was made
about the accident. This implies that the
delay in reporting emanated from
Moscow rather than Ukraine.
Also, health officials were sent from
Moscow to Warsaw, helicopter teams
were .ordered to fly to Prypiat (Trom
Moscowj, and the head of Moscow's
Hospital No. 6, Angelina Guskova, was
notified of the disaster on the day it
occurred, and sent out a team of medi–
cal workers.
These factors all point to one conclu–
sion: the Moscow authorities knew that
a major catastrophe had occurred, but
chose to blame regional organs for the
delays in reporting the accident and in
taking adequate precautions. Some
Western observers believed that the
logical reasoning beuind Moscow's
policy was to use Chornobyl as an
excuse to purge the Ukrainian party
organization at the highest level, and in
in turn, in antithesis to some Western
particular to remove First Party Secre–
comments, there is no evidence that
tarv volodymyr Shcherbyisky. allegcd–
Chornobyl has fueled Ukrainian dis–
ly a holdover from the Brezhnev regime:
sent. it has fueled panic, discontent and
Although Mr. Shcherbytsky hail uncertainty, particularly in Kiev, but
visited the accident zone on .Way 2 and .the nuclear energy program had never
20. he was evidently absent in subse– been popular in Ukraine (or Byelorussia
quent days, in contrast to his Byelo– as far as one can tell), in contrast to
russian counterpart, N. Slyuhkov, who Poland and'somc other East European
reportedly visited the southern part of countries, where Chornobyl has rethe Gomel Oblast, where radiation kindled a strong opposition to nuclear
levels were very high "several times a pqwer. Ukrainians are not in a position
week." However, on July 1, Mr. Shcher– to mount political opposition on the
(Continued on page 15)
bytsky and the Ukrainian premier.
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Soviet dissident psychiatrist nominated
by Dutch for Nobel Peace Prize
NEW YORK - imprisoned Soviet
psychiatrist Dr. Anatoly Koryagin was
nominated recently by 26 members of
the Dutch Parliament's lower house for
the 1986 Nobel Peace Prize, reported
The New York City Tribune on Septem–
ber 12.
The 48-year-old Dr. Koryagin, who is
serving his fifth year in a strict-regimen
camp for anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda, was nominated for the
honor for his Work as consultant to the
Working Commission to investigate the
Abuse of Psychiatry" for Political Purposes in the Soviet Union. The Work–
ing Commission was founded on Ja–
nuary 5, 1977, under the aegis of the
Moscow Helsinki Group, but was
forced to cease its activities in 1981 after
all its members had been arrested.
The Dutch lawmakers said in their
letter to the Nobel Committee in Oslo,
Norway, in late August:
"We do not hesitate to call Dr.
Koryagin an outstanding and coura–
geous man and shining example of the
highest medical professional standards
who, while working strictly within
international laws and those of his
country, is putting his life at stake for
those whose only 'en'o'r,'is independent
thinking and therefdre– have becbtfte
helpless victims of mental abuse."
"His stand on humanitarian prin–
ciples and decency which are the foun–
dations of peaceful coexistence between
nations transcends national boundaries
and should earn Him the highest international recognition," Tribune staff
writer Bohdan Faryma quoted the letter
v
as saying.
''
Dr. Koryagin, a resident of Kharkiv,
Ukraine, was arrested in February 1981
and was sentenced under article 70 of
the Russian Criminal Code to seven
years in a strict-regimen labor camp and
five years of internal exile. According^
Second World Press, an international
network for information oh humanrights issues in the Soviet'"Urti6ft;j-0r.
Koryagin received''an addifioh'al -sen–
tenee in January 1985 of two years in a
labor camp for "violating camp regula–
tibns." ' - ,– - - ,–.
Dr. KoTyagin has also been reported–
ly tortured in a prison for political
dissidents in Chistopol. a small town
near Kazan on the volga river. This
incidence of torture was included in a
report by Prof. Pieter H. Kooijmans,
chairman ol a study group on torture
lor the U.N. Commission on Human
Rights, the Tribune said.
The psychiatrist was reportedly trans–

ferred to Chistopol from a labor camp
in Perm і near the Ural mountains in the
summer of 1982 following his protests
against the cruel conditions of confinemen t in the labor camp, according to
victor Davidov, a spokesman for the
New York-based Center for Demo–
cracy. Mr. Davidov also said that Dr.
Koryagin staged a 100-day hunger
strike during his three-year stay in
Chistopol and was brutally force-fed
and severely beaten, the Tribune wrote.
in January, 16 U.S. senators led by
Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.) nominated
Dr. Koryagin for the 1986 Nobel Peace
Prize, He was also given honorary
membership in the World Psychiatric
Association and several other associa–
tions.
"Dr. Koryagin is and remains the real
candidate worthy of this honor," said
newly released Soviet peace activist
Alexandr Shatravka, who also de–
nounced last year's award given to the
controversial Soviet physician Evgeny
Chazov. He accused Dr. Chazov of
being responsible for the abuse of
psychiatry in the Soviet Union, wrote
Mr. Faryma.
Mr. Shatravka said that Dr. Chazov
was responsible for the incarceration of
"political detainses in psychiatric hospi–
tate^cwrtdfagirtc-iMti .Fiiyma;. Dr.
Chazov is the head of the Soviet Cdm–
mittee for the Prevention of Nuclear
War, a group Mr. Shatravka labelled a
"front organization of the Soviet go–
vernment."
Mr. Shatravka himself spent nine
years in psychiatric hospitals and labor
(Continued on page 15)
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Linnas's Supreme Court appeal raises questions of due process
JERSEY C1TY, NJ. - "Many OSl
cases are being carried forward in active
cooperation with the Soviet Union'for
the shared purpose of effecting deporta–
tion to the Soviet Union. The menace of
death by execution without due process
permeates OSl's cases, it is past time to
abandon the fiction that the OSl cases
are civil and do not constitute punish–
ment"
There are the words of noted civil
libertarian and former .U.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clark, who also
happens to be the'counsel of record for
Karl Linnas. an Estonian who was
stripped of his U.S. citizenship in 1981
and now faces imminent deportation to
the Soviet Union.
Mr. Linnas, 65, has already been
convicted and sentenced to death in
absentia, by a Soviet court that found
him guilty of Nazi war crimes. The 1962
verdict, however, was announced in a
Soviet journal, Socialist Legality, three
weeks before the trial began,
non-trial totally lacking in due process

The U.S. Justice Department's Nazi–
Naziarm. the Office of Special
hunting arm,
investigations (OSl), has argued that
Mr. Linnas served in a supervisory
capacity at a Nazi concentration camp
in Tartu, Estonia. Mr. Linnas denies
these charges; he says he was a young
Estonian freedom fighter.
Mr., Linnas is now being held in a
federal prison in New York, in the
meantime, his attorneys have filed an
appeal with the Supreme Court, which
reconvenes on October 7. if the
Supreme Court declines to hear the
case, Mr. Linnas will be deported to the
Soviet Union where, his supporters
argue, he faces certain death.
Among the questions presented by
Mr. Linnas's attorneys in their petition
to the Supreme Court are:
" "Whether petitioner's (Mr. Lin–
nas's) deportation to the Soviet Union,
where he -faces immediate execution
pursuant to a death sentence that was
imposed on him in absentia in 1962 in a
of law, deprives the petitioner of due

respects of the body of cases, number–
respects,
m
n
ing
hundreds, that are currently
S шin tthe
being prosecuted or developed for
prosecution under the Holtzman
amendment by the Office of Special
investigations."
in addition, the petition points out
that the Court of Appeals, which found
Mr. Linnas deportable, "ruled, in effect,
that because the crimes with which Karl
Linnas was charged — crimes which the
court was willing to say he had commit–
ted, though he has been convicted of no
crimes, and indeed has not even been
tried for the crimes in a court of law —
offended the courtis sense of decency,
his punishment (the death sentenced
handed down in absentia) did not."
it further stated, "Due process of law,
especially in capital cases, cannot be
allowed to vary with judicial approval
or disapproval of the character of the
defendant or the quality of the acts with
which he is charged."
Attorneys Ramsey and his co-coun–
sel, Lawrence W. Schilling, questioned
as well the Appeals Court's uncritical
acceptance of videotaped depositions
taken by the OSl in the Soviet Union,
and they noted in their petition to the
and witnesses.
Supreme Court that "federal cases have
"Meanwhile, in light of the extensive
split in their assessment of Sovietpre-trial publicity about John Demjan–
source evidence."
juk in the lsraeli press we voiced our
"This court (the Supreme Court) has
concerns to representatives of your
government regarding these reports and yet to consider these issues of reliability
how they could prejudice Demjanjuk's which have their roots in the fact that it
case. They assured us that Demjanjuk^s is an important objective of the Soviet
trial will be just and fair, and that the judicial system to advance the political
judges will not be influenced by the interests of the Communist Party and
statements quoted from government the Soviet state," the brief noted.
in addition, the Linnas defense team
sources in the lsraeli news media.
pointed out:
"We have been monitoring lsraeli
"it is past time to abandon the fiction
newspapers and have noted an intensi–
that the OSl denaturalizatioh:and
ficat ion of accusatory statements made
deportation cases are civil and do not
by representatives of your government
constitute punishment. The present case
regarding John Demjanjuk's guilt. We
affords this court an important oppor–
find this condition disquieting and
tunity to clarify that these cases should
conducive to highly volatile situations.
be deemed criminal and that deporta–
We are also concerned about the lsraeli
tion under these circumstances does
Justice Department continuing to deconstitute punishment.
tain Demjanjuk since February with–
"This clarification should important–
out any formal criminal charges being

process and equal protection of the
the Jaw,
'aw,
constitutes cruel and unusual punish–
ment, and is a denial of fundamental
human rights."
a "Whether, because deportation of
petitioner will result in his execution in
the Soviet Union, the deportation and
the denaturalization proceedings which
were a necessary antecedent to deporta–
tion, violated petitioner's right to due
process and equal protection of law,
and his right to be free of cruel and
unusual punishment, in that, among
other things, petitioner was not afford–
ed a right to trial by jury in a court of
law, petitioner was denied the benefits
of his Fifth Amendment privilege
against se!f-incrimination, the proceed–
ings were viewed as civil, with deporta–
tion deemed not to constitute punish–
ment, and the proceedings made use of
Soviet-source evidence obtained under
the supervision of Soviet authorities
without due process of law."
The attorneys argue that this case "is
representative in several significant

Ukrainian groups express concern to lsraeli officials
JERSEY CITY, NJ. - Two sepa–
rate letters have been sent to officials in
lsrael voicing concern that pre-trial
publicity, the use of Soviet documents
and the continued detention without
charges of John Demjanjuk, suspected
of Nazi war crimes, may prevent him
from having a fair trial in lsrael. Mr.
Demjanjuk has been in custody since
February, without being charged.
Bozhena Olshaniwsky, president of
Americans for Human Rights in U–
kraine, M. Boretsky, of the Council of
the Representatives of the Ukrainian
Central Organizations^. Samijlenko of
the Committee Against the Use of
Soviet Evidence in U.S. Courts, and
two former Soviet political prisoners,
Nina Strokata and SviatoslavKaravan–
sky, have written to lsraeli Prime
Minister Shimon Peres and Minister of
Justice Avraham Sharir that because of
the current mood prevailing in lsrael
Mr. Demjanjuk may not receive, a fair

trial in that country.
Mrs. Olshaniwsky. wrote to Mr.
Peres after an AH RU delegation visited
lsrael and hold discussions with mem–
bers of the Knesset. Thanking Mr.
Peres for "having been granted an
audience with members of your govern–
ment" and commending "the democra–
tic nature of lsrael and the spirit upon
which it was built and defendeu," Mrs.
Olshaniwsky then proceeded to voice
her concerns regarding the Demjanjuk
case.
"The primary concern during our
visit was to learn more about the case of
John Demjanjuk - accused of Nazi
war crimes and crimes against hu–
manity. He is now being detained in
Ayalon prison in Ramie awaiting
charges by the prosecution for his
alleged crimes. Charges have been
postponed for the past six months
because the prosecutors and the police
say they are 1 ooking for further evidence

(Continued on page 12)
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A pre-congress look at the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
Following is the conclusion ofa series
on the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
published on the eve of its congress,
slated for October 10-13 in Winnipeg.
by Michael B. Boclurkiw
CONCLUSION
OTTAWA - it is Dr. Dmytro
Cipywnyk, president of the UCC's
Saskatchewan Provincial Council, who
may be the UCDC's best hope in getting
some of the report's recommendations
implemented across the prairie region.
The 59-year-old Saskatoon doctor is
waging a serious campaign for the
presidency of the UCC, and he thinks he
will win the support of the congress
delegates, to succeed the incumbent,
John Nowosad, a member of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Brotherhood of Canada.
Dr. Cipywnyk, a Ukrainian Ortho–
dox who is medical director of the
Saskatchewan Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission, says it's time for a
renaissance within the UCC.
"We need to engage in a long-term
planning process," said Dr. Cipywnyk
during an interview. "We have to start
talking about where we're going to be in
10, 20. and 30 years."
Dr. Cipywnyk referred to the UCDC

report as a document which "takes
pains to have a look at the Canadian
scene as far as Ukrainians are con–
cerned." He singled out the UCDC, of
which he is a member, as a vibrant body
which has done "some serious thinking"
about the needs and priorities of the
Ukrainian community.
Although Dr. Cipywnyk is not
running as a UCDC candidate, there are
strong indications that his platform was
influenced by people associated with the
UCC subcommittee.
Dr. Krawchenko said during an
interview that the UCDC played no role
in drawing up Dr. Cipywnyk's platform. But he added: "Anyone who has
bothered to do any thinking about the
Ukrainian community in Canada would
probably come up with the same types
of proposals."
During a recent interview, for
example. Dr. Cipywnyk stressed the
need for computer technology and
state-of-the-art communications by the
national UCC - an innovation widely
advocated by UCDC officials.
The other points, which Dr. Cipy–
wnyk said he will stress in his campaign
include:
" Establishing a "very strong" na–
tional body and executive council, and
encouraging the constituent organiza–
tions of the UCC to send representa–

tives with "leadership qualities"to UCC
meetings. "They (representatives to the
UCC national executive and presidium)
should know their own organization
well, but also be familiar with its
position with respect to other compo–
nent organizations," said Dr. Cipywnyk
in a recent speech.
ж Strengthening the provincial coun–
cils of the UCC, which now exist in the
three prairie provinces and Ontario.
Said Dr. Cipywnyk: "Provincial coun–
cils must be strong and through their
representation, reflect regional con–
cerns, realities, aspirations and resources. w
a Opening up an "information and
lobby bureau" in Ottawa, "it is impera–
tiye that UCC have a close link with the
federal government, that government
representatives have quick access to
information which such an office can
provide, and that government represen–
tatives be readily accessed from such an
office," asserted Dr. Cipywnyk in a
public position paper.
о improving the Ukrainian media,
and promoting Ukrainian issues in the
mainstream media. Said Dr. Cipywnyk:
"Our community is still ineffective in
utilizing the general and the Ukrainian
media. The vast majority of Ukrainians
don't read it (Ukrainian newspapers).
The important issues have to start
appearing in the media. І don't think the

media is a mystery...it's there to serve
us."
о Establishing and maintaining a
"close working relationship" with all
levels of government
e improving the UCC's relations
with other ethnocultural groups.
" Encouraging the Ukrainian
Churches to work closer together.
(Continued on page 14)
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Dartmouth seminar misrepresented
Soviets, ABA dissidents charge
PHOEN1X - According to the
Phoenix-based Task Force on ABA–
Soviet Relations, which is opposing
formal ties between the American Bar
Association (ABA) and the Association
of Soviet Lawyers (ASL), the ABA–
ASL joint seminar held at Dartmouth
College on September 12 and 13 pro–
vided the Soviets with a forum for
disinformation, and will bring no

Deychakiwsky
on CSCE delegation
WASHINGTON - Orest Deycha–
kiwsky, staff member of the U.S.
Commission on Security and Coopera–
tion in Europe (Helsinki Commission)
will be a member'of the official U.S.
delegation to the' vienna conference
that is to review implementation of the
Helsinki Accords by its 35 signatory
states.
Mr. Deychakiwsky is to take part in
the implementation review phase of the
conference that will begin on Novem–
ber4.
He has been a staffer of the Helsinki
Commission for four, years and has been
on U.S'. delegations to the Madrid
review meeting in 1983, the Ottawa
human-rights experts meeting in 1985,
the Budapest cultural forum in 1985 and
the Bern human-contacts meeting in
1986.
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Professionals donate S 12,000 raised
by cruise to UNCHA1N project

foreseeable improvement to the over-all
Soviet human-rights picture.
The Task Force charges that the
format of the legal seminar provided
maximum disinformation value for the
Soviets, and minimum opportunity for
dialogue on human rights.
in light of apparently laudatory
statements about the Soviets made by
the ABA leadership of Dartmouth, the
Task Force on September 17 called on '
the ABA to clarify whether the ASL is
committed to advancing the rule of law
in the world.
The Task'Force is also asking the
ABA to refuse participation in future
ABA-ASL seminars which fail to provide a mechanism for relaying hum:in–
rights concerns from observers to the
Soviet lawyers, so that such concerns
can be publicly addressed.
Among claims made by the Soviets at
Dartmouth were that there are no
political prisoners in the Soviet Union;
that all Soviet citizens except those
having state secreis are free to emigrate;
that judges and courts are independent;
and that trials are public.
According to the Task Force, ABA
rebuttal of the Soviet disinformation
was "ineffectual or non-existent."
instead, ABA officials praised the
Soviet seminar presentation and called
for increased cooperation between the
two associations in the future. The
(Continued on page 12)

Jersey papers cover 'Harvest' screening

George Martynuk, president of the Young Professionals of the Ukrainian institute
of America, presents Bozhena Olshaniwsky, acting president of Americans for
Human Rights in Ukraine, with a 512,000 donation for UNCHA1N. Hie amount
was raised as a result of the fund-raising "Cruise by Moonlight" held by three
Ukrainian professional groups. Also in the photo are Marta Tyshyraky (second
from left) and Marta Kolomayets, the administrative director of the Ukrainian
institute of America in New York.

NEW YORK - Bozhena Olshaniw–
sky, acting president of Americans for
Human Rights in Ukraine (AHRU),
recently accepted a check for 512,028.77
— proceeds from "A Cruise by Moon–
li j h t , " this summer's fund-raiser to
combat Ukrainian defamation, which
was held in New York on July 26.
The monies, earmarked for the U–
krainian National Centex: History and
information Network (UNCHA1N),
were raised by three professional groups
along the Eastern Seaboard who band–
ed together to, work for one goal.
The Washington Group, the profes–
sionals and Businesspersons of New
York and New Jersey and the young
professionals of the Ukrainian institute
of America (the host group) organized
the boat ride around Manhattan.
During the check presentation cere–
mony held September 7 at Pier 17 at the
JSouth Street Seaport, Mrs. Olshaniwsky
said: "it is with great pride and humu–
lity that 1 represent my organization,
AHRU, and UNCHA1N at this event
today. This generous gift by young
professionals represents not only the
financial support that is so desperately
needed at this crucial time for our
community, but a moral support and
deep understanding of the current
problems. By this gesture, the young
people state that they are ready to
shoulder the responsibility for the
future of their community and, if need
be, will join in the ranks of activists and
leaders."
Reflecting on the July 26 cruise
aboard the turn-of-the-century paddle
boat, the Andrew Fletcher, George
Martynuk, president of the Young
Professionals of the U1A, stated: "it was
a test to see if the groups could work
together for a common cause. We
hustled (the event was organized in a
mere six weeks) but it was well worth it
and a good lesson in fund-raising for
Dr. Walter Baziuk holds a candle in memory of the 7 million who died during the future events."
Great Famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine. Jerry Mariisyn lights the candle as John
He said that attendee reactions led
Marusyn looks on. The ceremony was held during the Whippany, N.J., screening of him to believe that even though the
"Harvest of Despair," the award-winning documentary on the man-made famine. day's weather resulted in a steady

WH1PPANY, N.J. - Three New
Jersey newspapers, including its largest
- The Star Ledger - covered the
special pre-broadcast screening of
"Harvest of Despair" which was spon–
sored by the Ukrainian Congress Com–
mittee of Morris County, the Ukrainian
Women's Association, and Harvard
Ukrainian Studies Fund.
The ,Star-Ledger, article featured a
photo of the lighting of a memorial
candle for the 7 million victims of the
Ukrainian famine, and the North Jersey
Advocate placed the story on the front
page. The Daily Record, too, ran a
story. All three papers'stories described
the causes of the famine and its cover-up
and incorporated moving testimony
from the famine survivors who were at
the showing, held at the hall of St. John
the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Whippany.
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"Everything they showed (in the film)
was true," one survivor was quoted as
saying in The Star-Ledger. The reporter
explained that because the survivor
fears reprisals against her relatives in
the Soviet Union, her name could not be
revealed.
Over 130 people attended the event,
which included an introduction to the
film by Marta Baziuk of the Ukrainian
Studies Fund of Harvard and remarks
by Daniel Marchishin, member of the
U.S. Commission on the Ukraine Famine.
Dr. Wolodymyr Baziuk, organizer of
the event, commented, "Honestly, lam
surprised by our success and encou–
raged. Now that there is a quality film
about the famine and a book by Robert
Conquest and one by Harvard Univer–
sity Press, our job of bringing the
famine to light is that much easier."

drizzle, which eventually led to a
downpour, the idea was a good one.
"And we intend to capitalize oh it next
year and repeat a boat cruise for the
benefit of the Ukrainian institute of
America.
According to the organizers, the
Young Professionals of the Ul A, there
was something that appealed to every–
one of the: 248. people attending the
cruise, "it was the first time we tried a
cruise fund-raiser and 1 think it piqued
everyone's curiosity," added Mr.
Martynuk.
The boat ride itself provided a num–
ber of perks, including a dance deck (the
middle deck of the boat) with music of
all verities supplied by the Ukrainian
band Hoverlia, an auction featuring
everything from paintings to pysanky,
to weekends at Soyuzivka and verk–
hovyna, and baskets of cheer donated
by Ukrainian community members and
organizations. A bar, tables overflovv–
ing with hors d'ouevres and sweets, and
even an indian sitar player provided
activity and entertainment for all.
Breathtaking views of the Statue of
Liberty and glimpses of the hazy
Manhattan skyline offered a special
ambiance.
Many of the organizers expressed a
certain feeling of fulfillment in working
together for a common cause. Mrs.
Olshaniwsky remarked that the event
was "like a shot in the arm" to continue
working for Ukrainian causes.
She delivered a message to "all
skeptics and negative thinkers," saying
that "All is well and will be well as long
as our youth is with us. We will work
with them and prepare them for the
future challenges. They have heard our
call and they have answered, it is only in
a professional and systematic manner
that we can correct the past ineptitudes
and neglects of our community. We will
not wait to react to crises only but will
work in a professional and businesslike
manner on a daily basis in order to teach
the communities among which wc live
who we are and what our history is."
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interview: UNA national sales director Henry Floyd
ments and regulations. Part-time insurance agents are
fast becoming a thing of the past.
if a secretary signs up 525,000, 550,000, or S 100,000
in insurance, depending in what state this is done, he
will have used up the entire yearly allotment. He
Now that you've had an opportunity to become cannot sign another member up even for S 1,000
thoroughly familiar with the inner structure of both without breaking the law.
So if a secretary or organizer has a prospect for a
the UNA and the Ukrainian community in the U.S.
and Canada, do you think both are ready for the larger policy, let him call my department and 1 or one
launching of this innovative facet, that is, the creation of our licensed salesmen will help the secretary or
organizer close the signing of the application for the
of a professional sales force?
new, larger policy. І am sure that all concerned will be
І havent become throughly familiar with the inner more than happy with the remuneration paid by the
structure of the UNAand the Ukrainian community in main office. Part time agents must be licensed and
the United States and Canada. І don't know if one meet a required number of classroom hours pertaining
person ever could. І will however, give you my to'the ongoing education of insurance agents every
thoughts and feelings based on the limited exposure І year.
in the past few years, these same educational and
have had up to this point.
Ninety-five percent of my exposure has left me with training requirements were being legislated to include
a most warm and loving feeling for Ukrainians, their fraternal insurance agents as well. l'm certain many
secretaries and organizers know and understand our
cause, the dignity and strength that each wave of
immigrants showed and shared with this country, the concern.
My department will always make itself available to
generations of "Americanized" Ukrainians that
help.secretaries and organizers in this respect.
followed, good, faithful Americans in every sense of
The Home Office will give support and reimburse–
the word, and with a righteous love of their heritage.
ment for tutoring or education that any secretary
For a non-Ukrainian, 1 have been warmly welcome undertakes, as well as providing Home Office and field
and given the most understanding support, from our training, for those secretaries and organizers that
supreme president, Mr. Ris,^to,my^o^^n^h^fpful iwoiuid care to further their knowledge of fraternal
friend, Mrs–. Апдге^гЛ, ^86''WdMSs;my"office. Our insurance.
worthy secretary, Mr. Sochan; and Mrs. Diachuk, our
Presently, l'm attempting to hire some experienced
lovely treasurer, both should receive an award for
Ukrainian insurance agents or general agents in order
havingto put up with me for that lastfiveplus months. . to provide the support necessary to help secretaries
Do 1 think the UNAand the Ukrainian community and organizers that would want our help, in addition,
are ready for the launching of a professional sales І want to start hiring inexperienced young bilingual
force? The answer is an obvious: yes. Through the
Ukrainian men and women to be career agents for the
years, the UNA has paved the way in the Ukrainian
UNA in areas" where it will be feasible. They will have
community with leadership,and caring, it is only right t ..Home Office training and field training on a con–
and just that the UNA give its members knowledgeable tinuing basis, with an attractive financing package.
guidance in all insurance matters, so they will be better This will be worked out with the help and advice of
able to protect their families and loved ones.
UNA supreme officers.
After these agents become established and gain the
This launching, as you put it, will be most difficult, a
testing of all involved, lask for your prayers, fraternal necessary experience, we can then look for those
qualified
to move up to manager, field trainer,
love, understanding and support from the entire
regional director,or any title we may employ.
membership. І see the talent and desire all around me
As you can see, this is a large order. There must be
to increase' due -membership ^nd the amounts of
insurance. Why it hasn't'bee'n' ttpped',l:f don't :i an understanding of each other, a working together.
We сайЧ worry about failing or not succeeding. Not
understand.
' ';' !
They say: "One man's worry is another man's joy." speaking English fluently is immaterial. І don't speak
it well either. And, idon't speak Ukrainian at all. But І
l'm thankful for this opportunity to join with you. if І
may expound on that last thought "to join with you." can learn. We only fail when we don4 try.
We must all understand what we are trying to
it reminds me of the phrase, "if you сапЧ beat them,
join them." i"ve played soccer all my life starting in accomplish. 1 know Ukrainians have a deep spiritual
faith, whether Ukrainian Catholic, Ukrainian Ortho–
Philadelphia in junior high school, in St. Louis, Mo.,
and in Massachusetts - including indoor soccer. І dox or Baptist. All are brothers and sisters, all are
Ukrainian. І believe we will succeed if we all truly open
have played with such ethnic.teams as: Chestnut Hill,
Blue Bells, Polish Eagles, Mongolians and the German our hearts and our minds to one another in true
Hungarians, to name a few. І have played against the fraternal fashion. Most important, let each one of us
pray in our own way for the courage and guidance for
Ukrainian Nationals from Philadelphia, Elizabeth,
N. J., and New York, in the major division, we always the UNA to succeed.
held our own. However, when we, played the pro teams
What kind of personnel do you envision, in terms of
for the U.S. Open Cup, we never beat the Ukrainians.
So 1 am well aware of the Ukrainians'fiercedesire to age, education, training and experience?
excel and their determination, "if you can't beat them,
The UNA of course, would like tofindexperienced
join them." So here 1 am. if 1 did not truly believe in the
UNA, the Ukrainian community and their enormous agents of any age, at the beginning, middle or end of
their
insurance careers, who feel that they have not had
potential, 1 would not be here.
the chance to utilize their talents to the maximum, or
How do you propose to establish such a sales force? that there was no room for growth in their present
position. The UNA needs them.
As for the future, the person that someday will
First, i'd like to talk about our present way of
replace me, 1 see a person 25 to 45 years old,
organizing new members through our secretaries and
committed
to serving his Ukrainian heritage and
organizers. Neither will be expected to change the way
bilingual, to an extent. І plan to be the only nonthey are now organizing members. Secretaries stand
Ukrainian around. That way, it's easier for UNA'ers to
only to gain from the efforts of the professional sales
department to be set up. Any new members our find me.
As ive stated previously, 1 believe that we have all
department organizes will be asked to choose the
branch they wish to become members of. Secretaries the talent that we need. Perhaps that's what 1 most
envision in our personnel.
stand to gain a percentage from that.
A belief and the desire to succeed - something that
Things we will be trying to do are to assist those
secretaries and organizers that will want to be licensed. cannot be taught - is what we must possess. All the
rest can be learned.
This will give them a basic and better understanding of
insurance and the ability to better serve the members
What kind of training do you intend to devise for the
of their branch. The UNA would hire trained agents to
work with those secretaries that would want guidance salespersons in terms of the UNA's image, fraterna–
lism, professionalism and, most of all, Ukrainianism?
or advice.
Where would the emphasis lie9
We should all be aware that most state insurance
departments are strongly pushing for professional
All personnel, before being hired, will be required to
insurance agents by their strict new licensing require-

Following is an interview with the Ukrainian
National Association's national sales director, Henry
Floyd. The questions were submitted in writing to Mr.
Floyd by Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.

have passed exams and be licensed in the state of their
employment. Our training will encompass the UNA's
image, its fraternalism, its participation in community
affairs, and its professionalism. By teaching and
expecting no less than complete honesty in all their
dealings with the community, the agents will be taught
not only the UNA's history and its accomplishments
during the past 92 years of its existence, but also the
UNA's obligations of faithful and honest service to
members of the Ukrainian community in America and
Canada, both in the insurance and in the community
spheres. І will be concerned mostly with the insurance
sphere, but 1 am certain that ripples therefrom will be
felt in the community sphere.
l'm working on a presentation book that міг agents
will use to introduce the UNA to prospective members
and current members, showing the beginnings of the
UNA, what we have done, what we offer, itemizing
and emphasizing our publications, our Soyuzivka
estate, our fraternal activities, Ukrainian culture,
heritage and more. Secretaries and organizers who
wish to use this presentation book, may do so. We can
and tell a story or make a point when we show a picture
or chart and then talk about it. We can do it at our own
speed and in our own way.
l'm also working along with our supreme secretary,
Mr. Sochan, and our actuary on a newratebook that
in addition to rates and values would serveasa guide
for agents, secretaries and organisers: This will
instruct them on underwriting procedures covering
insurance plans and riders, .medical requirements,
specialrates,dividends, interest-adjusted cost indexes,
and how to explain them to members, it will contain
additional information needed to better serve our
members.
Where will the emphasis lie? As 1 said earlier, 1 plan
on being the only non-Ukrainian around. Emphasis
will beon service ajidUk^inianisni. For^,yeare,Uie
UNA has, and will continue to be the No. 1 Ukrainian
fraternal.
To what extent would UNA publications, its estate
Soyuzivka, its fraternal activities and general commu–
nity involvement be helpful to the sales force?
We all know what an important role our publica–
tions can play in our sales effort. The new Natiqnal
Sales Department win work even more1 closiely;with
(Continued on page 13)

Henry Floyd: ^believe in the UNA.'
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Reform the UCC
For too many of its 46 years, the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
has been in danger of suffocating in its own cloud of stonewalling and
unrealized dreams. Under-funded and ill-managed, the umbrella
body of Ukrainian Canadian organizations has become bankrupt of
ideas that are in line with the priorities of a changing Ukrainian
community. The foundering Winnipeg-based body badly needs to
recruit new leaders that know how to encourage reform and revitalize
what has become an unwieldy organization.
it is ironic that, at least among government bureaucrats, Ukrainians
in Canada are known for getting things done and shooting straight
from the hip when telling policy makers what's on their minds. But yet
according to Edmonton mayor Laurence Decore, the former
chairman of the Canadian Multiculturalism Council, the UCC lags far
behind other ethnocultural organizations in terms of manpower and
financial resources.
The state of the UCC is perhaps best reflected by its Winnipeg
headquarters. Housed in a dilapidated Tire trap" in the city's central
core, the UCC tries to fulfill its mandate without the professionally
paid staffs and sophisticated computers that are found in its provincial
branches. Moreover, the UCC national headquarters, which
coordinates the activities of Ukrainians from British Columbia to
Quebec,.has an annual budget about one-third to one-half the size of
the budget of one of its provincial branches on the prairies.
The central decision-making body of the UCC is dominated by six
national groups which no longer constitute the majority of active
Ukrainians in Canada. Even people who have little more than a
passing interest in the UCC recognize that there is a crying need to
restructure the organization so that it includes the overwhelming
number of Ukrainians that belong to no community organization. ,
Despite sincere pleas from Ukrainian student and professional
groups, the UCC over the past decade has dragged its feet in
introducing reforms that would make the body more attuned to the
current needs and priorities of the community. Any more delays in
addressing some of the current maladies afflicting the community and
'the jy^C co,uld sipfc the umbrella organization.
But disappointment with much of the UCC's work is no reason to
destroy it. As Dr. Manoly Lupul, a seasoned observer of the UCC, said
in a 1984 speech: "The basis is there to make the UCC a beautiful
organization."
,
The Ukrainian Community Development Committee, a UCC
subcommittee, has put together an impressive and long-overdue list of
recommendations that the community groups can follow to encourage
community development. One of UCDC's members, Dr. Dmytro
Cipywnyk of Saskatoon, wants to become UCC president. His
platform includes: introducing a more representative decision-making
structure; using computers and state-of-the-art communications
technology to extend the UCC's reach from sea-to-sea; and attracting
to the UCC headquarters people with genuine leadership qualities.
it appears that a team led by reformers like Dr. Cipywnyk could
play a crucial role in restoring confidence in the UCC. That's why the
UCC would be remiss in going ahead with a plan to appoint a new
executive director before the UCC congress. A new president and
executive should not have an executive director imposed upon them
without having a say in the matter.
We urge delegates to the 15th Ukrainian Canadian Congress to take
a long hard look at some of the new proposals for reform. We think the
time has come for some of the UCC's veterans — many of whom have
never had more than the most superficial acquaintance with the
workings of the policy-making process in Ottawa — to make a
conscious and determined effort to break from the past by making the
UCC more than a deliberative assembly. We encourage support of the
younger voices in the community who apparently have sensible
strategies for taking the UCC into the 20th century and beyond.
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Thoughts on DC Leadership Conference

usually knows where they stand and
why. A far more innocent and therefore
more potentially dangerous leader" is
the appeaser. He or she is always ready
to "come to terms with," "to give in to,"
"to understand" the other side. When
the majority needs to stand firm against
a well-organized, bellicose minority, it
is the appeaser who will let you down
every time. Having no fixed principles
or commitments of his or her own, the
appeaser — who always postures as one
with "no axe to grind" - is ready to
barter yours away.
Our community didn't get to be
where it is today by leaders who were
totalitarian, opportunistic or unprin–
cipled.
Prior to World War 1, the Ukrainian
American community was blessed with
trailblazers such as the Revs, ivan
volansky, ivan Ardan, Nestor Dmy–
triw, Stephen Makar, Dr. Yolodymyr
Siemenovych and Helen Lotocky. They
were among the pioneers who laid our
community's foundation.
After World War H, we benefitted
from the dedication of such visionary
mentors as Dr. Luke Myshuha, Stephen
Shumeyko, Dr. Stephen Hrynyvetsky,
Gregory Herman and volodymyr Kos–
sar. They helped preserve our heritage.
in more recent times, the names at
Dmytro Halychyn, Alexander Granov–
sky, and Sen. Paul Yuzyk come to
mind. They broke new ground.
Today we can stand tall because we
stand on the shoulders of past giants.
But what about tomorrow? Where
are our leaders of tomorrow? TheyYe
out there, i'm happy to report, and
they're beginning to lead. They've
rejected ideology, opportunism and
appeasement, and they are moving
beyond the often stultifying confines of
By the time some of our leaders reach our establishment organizations. They
the pinnacle of our organizational life, have formed new organizations'—
they are so enervated by the climb that Americans for Human,Rights in U–
their vision is blurred and their energy is kraine, the Ukrainian American Justice
spent. Their sluggish approach does Committee, The Washington Group,
little to improve our Ukrainian cause. the Ukrainian American Professional
They often view other, more energetic and Business Persons Association of
members, as interlopers and soon New Jersey, the Washington Commu–
devote what little energy they have left nity Network, the Young Professionals
to the task of suppressing initiative. at the Ukrainian institute of New York
Rather than lead, they impede, in a very - in order to develop a fresh and
real way, they become part of the unencumbered approach to Ukrainian
problem. As the late Svoboda editor problems and to fill a leadership va–
Anthony Dragan used to say in describ– cuum.
ing these "leaders": "they don't do
Some of our future leaders will be
anything themselves and they dis–
meeting at a leadership conference on
courage others from trying."
But there are other types of "leader- October 17, 18 and 19 in Washington.
Sponsored by The Washington Group,
ship" styles in our community.
the conference will include such distin–
We seem to have an abundance of quished speakers as Ambassador Mi–
self-anointed ideologues who project chael Novak, Former National Security
themselves as the "conscience" of our Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, and
community. Only they or their political James Kilpatrick of the editorial staff of
party know what is "good" for our U.S. News and World Report.
people. Anyone who dares to question
Topics to be discussed include "Pers–
their rationale is not truly "Ukrainian" pectives on Making News," "Successful
and needs to be discredited, regardless Lobbying," "Applying Successful Ma–
of the cost to community progress. 1 once nagement Skills to Ukrainian Organiza–
believed this totalitarian mind-set tions," as well as perspectives on recent
if you would like to reprint an article from The Weekly in another publi– would fade with time. Now i'm not so American and Canadian experiences.
Hopefully the conference will attract
cation, you may obtain permission, in most cases, by contacting the editor sure.
We also have opportunistic leaders, a large group of younger Ukrainians
at:
people who gauge every word, every willing and able to assume leadership
The Ukrainian Weekly
deed from the perspective of their own roles in their community. More than
personal advancement. The question anything else, our community needs
30 Montgomery St.
that is al'.vays foremost in their minds is: successful models of leadership, people
Jersey City, N.J. 07302
"What's in it for me?"
who are winners not only in their
(201) 434-0237
І can live with ideologues and oppor– vocations, but in their avocations as
tunisis. They are predictable. One well.

Want to reprint an article
from The Weekly?

"Leaders," wrote American publicist
Walter Lippmann, are the custodians of
a nation's ideals, of the beliefs it
cherishes, of the permanent hopes, of
the faith which makes a nation out of a
mere aggregation.of individuals."
Today, Ukraine's ideals, beliefs and
hopes lie buried under a mountain of
Soviet terror, genocide and disinforma–
tion.
Ukraine's true leaders have been
silenced by a brutalregime.Ukraine has
become an invisible nation.
And yet, Ukrainian aspirations live
on in the lives of modern martyrs willing
to address all aspects of the Ukrainian
national vision. They are ready to
sacrifice all, even their lives, in order to
bear witness to their vision.
Their dedication is awesome. As soon
as one group of dissidents is sent to the
Soviet gulag, another emerges to take
Us place.
in the 1960s, the emphasis was on
cultural and national rights.
During the 1970s, human rights
became the major focus of Ukraine's
fledgling but legitimate leadership.
And today, during the 1980s, we are
witnessing areligiousrevivalin Ukraine
led by a group of believers willing not
only to profess their faith but to live it,
openly, in Soviet, Ukraine, under the
nose of the commissars, with the conse–
quences predetermined and inexorable.
Leadership as practiced in Ukraine
today is predicated on setting an
example, on modeling, on action.
in contrast, Ukrainian leadership in
the free world seems to be based on
posturing, pedantry and pomp. Leadership often consist of nothing more than
maintaining the status quo and personal
survival. The result is communal inertia.
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Psychology and education in the Ukrainian SSR: an overview
by Dr. І van Z. Holowinsky

preschool education include indoctrina–
t ion of the idea of collectivism, develop–
ing collective activity during play and
during such work as the children may be
Education in the Ukrainian SSR has able to perform, as well as linking
been influenced and shaped by the same kindergarten to contemporary Soviet
political and ideological forces as those social life.''
discussed in reference to psychology.
in Ukraine in 1941, there were nearly
For a brief overview, educational 3,000 kindergartens, and in 1960, 4,790
developments will be discussed as they permanent kindergartens with 330,670
relate to general education, preschool children (Ukrainska Radianska Entsyk–
education, and special education (de– lopedia, 1964). Kolaska (1968) reported
fectology).
that in 1964, 693,000 children were in
Development of education in the Ukrainian preschool programs. AcUkrainian SSR is associated with cording to Kubijovych (1971), in 1966
Anatoli Makarenko, who is also des– there were 10,612 kindergarten-type
cribed in Soviet publications as a establishments in the Ukrainian SSR
leading Soviet educator. His promi– with 1,086,500 children.
nence in Soviet educational history
More recently, venzhyk (1974) reseems to be associated with two factors; ported that as of early 1970s there were
being a staunch Communist, a "Che– in Ukraine 15,083 preschool facilities
kist," and his long friendship with with 1,573,000 youngsters. Kinder–
Maxim Gorky, a noted Russian writer garten age is divided into young preadmired by Stalin. Makarenko became school age (3 to 5); middle group (5 to
friendly with Gorky in the early 1920s, 6); and older pre-schoolers (6" to 7).
and in 1929 Gorky wrote an article
There is no official record of any
which characterized Makarenko as a preschool publication in Ukrainian
Soviet educator of the "new type."
prior to 1931. From 1931 to 1941 a
Makarenko was an elementary class- journal called For Communist Upre jm teacher without university educa– bringing of Preschool Children served
tion, who for one year in 1920 was as a source of official information. The
administrator of city schools in Poltava. first issue of the current journal Dosh–
Between 1920 and 1937;. hc-was;in;, ckihw– vykhovarsriv appeared– in І 951
charge of various'labor: commurtfis-and–: '-(Ukrainska Radianska Entsyklopedia,
penal colonies, in 1935, Makarenko 1964).
'
was promoted to the assistant director
it should be mentioned that Dosh–
of the NKvD labor colonies in the kilne vykhovannia, which is published
Ukrainian SSR (Kairov et at., 1950).
in Ukrainian, contains children's songs
Prior to 1939, Ukrainian SSR had and poetry both in Ukrainian and
about 14,500 elementary, 10,700 seventh Russian. This editorial policy is follow–
grade and 4,300 secondary schools. ed in spite of the fact that there is almost
During'the 1940-41 school year, transi– an identical publication Doshkolnoye
tion began to a universal seventh-grade vospitaneye, which has been published
education in villages and 10th grade in Russian since 1928. An evidence of
education in the cities.
the strong attempt as Russification can
in 1958, a new school reform was be found in the preschool curriculum
announced. The 10-year school was for Ukrainian children as it has been
reorganized into an 11-year school. published by Krasnobrodska (1973) as
Grades one to eight were designated as well as by Loboda and Kusenko (1974).
compulsory; Grades nine to 11 were
Special education (defectology) in
designated as рк-vocationab l.n those' 'Ukraine encompasses such traditional
1
grades, academic work was combined "'cattfgeries as 'blind,: visually handi–
with vocational training. Students capped, deaf, hard of hearing, mentally
received four days a week of education retarded and severely speech-impaired.
and two days a week of work experience
The history of special education dates
in a factory (Kreusler, 1976).
back to the 19th century. By 1884, a
in the 1966-67 school year, there were facility to educate blind children had
33,600 general education schools in been established in Kiev.
Ukraine; 11,223 kindergarten and nur–
Yaremenko (1984) reported that
sery schools, 138 higher education prior to World War 1 (1914), Sokolyan–
establishments and 746 technical sky, Scheherbyria and Korelenko were
schools (Chepelev, 1970).
widely known as defectologists. Schc–
Prior to 1966, pre-school and general herbyna (born 1874), was a known
school education was administered by Ukrainian scholar and educator asso–
the ministries of education of the union ciated with the Kiev Pedagogical insti–
republics. Since 1966, apparently in an tute. in 1929, a defectological depart–
effort to increase centralization and ment was organized that included a
promote Russification, the All-Union- section devoted to research and educa–
Ministry of Education was established.' tion of the blind (Zoiotnycka, 1977;
At the same time, the Academy of Hroza, 1985). in the early 1920s, the
Pedagogical Sciences of the Russian number of facilities were organized for
SFSR was reorganized as the Academy the purpose of conducting pedagogical
of Pedagogical Sciences of the USSR research.
(Tomiak, 1972).
in the 1930s, the staff of the Kharkiv
Soviet educators have been focusing schoolclinic headed by Prof. Sokolyan–
sky,
was one of the first in the world
considerable attention on pre-school
education as a vehicle of indoctrination which created and put into practice a
and Russification. As stated by Zaporo– system of educating blind, deaf, and
zhets et al. (1968), goals of Soviet deaf-mute children (Chapelev, 1970;
Hroza, 1985). However, there is no
Dr. lvan Z. Holowinsky is an educa– mention in any Soviet sources that Prof.
Sokolyansky,
as were numerous other
tor and psychologist. He is a professor
at Rutgers University Graduate School Ukrainian intellectuals, was liquidated
of Education in New Brunswick, N.J. during the Postyshev terror.
CONCLUSION

Urgent appeal
We request that prayers, words of compassion and support be sent in
postcard or letter form on a frequent basis to Mr. John Demjanjuk. c о
Ayalon Prison. Ramla. lsrael.
Thank you lor your kindness and support.
i;-,w

v

-i ; vera Demjanjuk and farhilv

Development of special education in Soviet educators, who attempted to
Ukraine has to be viewed within the create a "truly" Marxist pedagogy:
context of the paedology movement in
At the time of Stalin's purges, paedo–
the Soviet Union at large. Paedology logy became an easy target. Strong
emerged in 1920s, its purpose was to opposition to paedology was led by
identify and assess individual diffe– Makarenko. Owing primarily to politi–
rences in abilities and cognitive skills саї and ideological arguments, the
and to develop a "science of education." Central Committee of the Communist
it should be mentioned in the context Party of the USSR declared in 1936 that
of our discussion that paedology had its paedology is a pseudo-scientific and
origins in Western Europe prior to anti-Marxist science (Shore, 1947).
2914. The First international Congress
The purges of 1936 resulted in the
of Paedology was held in Brussels, cancellation of the Journal of PsychoBelgium, in 1911. However, paedology technology, the banishment of psycho–
did not conform to the expectations of -i' v:rrj:ct^(Continued.on page 13),

ACTION ITEM
While it is gratifying to finally have "Harvest Of Despair" shown on
network Tv on PBS, the choice of panelists, as well as the commentaries by
some of the panelists leave much to be desired. There are a number of errors,,
omissions and some apparently deliberate misrepresentations by those who
should know better. You response is urgently needed.
-.
Harrison Salisbury, for example, keeps repeating the theme of Russians
and Ukrainians being the same people, with references to "Kiev as the cradle
of Russian civilization" and the "upcoming millennium of "Russian
Christianity." He also stresses the horror of Stalin "turning on his own
people" (sic).
Christopher Hitchens, on the other hand, strays off the matter at hand, to
talk about issues of Ukrainian-German relations and alleged Ukrainian war
crimes during World War H, deflecting attention away from the famine and
the 7 million who died almost a decade before the war.
. -Л ,nbsnfiJ пі гаяіпштЮ
What you should do now
пі :.--–-;.;r: ;r-b:-s".
" 1 . Thank William F. Buckley.
Write to William F. Buckley, Jr., thanking him for airing "Harvest of
Despair" on his "Firing Line" program. (After all, Mr. Buckley has been one
of the few individuals in the media to bring attention to the Ukrainian
famine).
However, express your dissatisfaction with the noticeable absence of a
Ukrainian community spokesman on the panel. (Could a program abjjut the
Jewish Holocaust conceivabiyhave:befnfirredwTf Hoirc a represenlative of ще 1
Jewish community on the panel? Why the double standard?) ' ; ' r
Furthermore, point out to Mr. Buckley that Mr. Salisbury's unchallenged
errors and misinterpretation of historical facts and his blurring of distinctions
between the Russian and Ukrainian people, injects confusion into the issue,
perpetuates Americans' ignorance of the Soviet Union, and raises more
questions than it resolves. Therefore, demand a follow-up program on the
subject of American misconceptions (and misperception) of the Soviet
Union, its history, and its diverse nationalities. Such a program should
include a Ukrainian community spokesman as well as Mr. Salisbury, , . , і
Write to: William F. Buckley Jr., "Firing Line,"150 E.'35trfSt:; Newark 1 ,
N.Y. 100^6.
Send copies of letter to: cc: -Barry Chase, vice President for News and
Public Affairs, PBS, Alexandria, va. 22314, and to the president of your local
PBS station.
о 2. Respond directly to the panelists about their comments.
Give Messrs. Salisbury and Hitchens a piece of your mind. Write to them
clo the "Firing Line" address given above. Be sure to send copies to Mr.
Buckley, so that he will know what the audience's objections were, as well as
to Mr. Chase.
о 3. Write to PBS'national headquarters with a specific demand.
The time to demand a wider audience for "Harvest of Despair" is now. Now
that the film critics, film festival judges, and the PBS-chosen panelists on
"Firing Line" have all unanimously agreed that "Harvest of Despair" should
be shown, write to Barry Chase at PBS and demand that thefilmbe shown in
the framework of a general-audience public.affairs program such as
"Frontline," with a more representative group of panelists. After all, PBS has
just completed a 12-hour series with a view of "the people of the Soviet
Union." How about a program that deals with Soviet events and institutions?
You can also bring up some of the issues mentioned in point No. 1 (above),
particularly the double standard (no community representative on the panel),
and the need for a follow-up program to dispel the audience confusion that
has been created by, Mr. Salisbury's remarks.
if you are a,contributor to your PBS station, mention that fact. Point out
that you will not continue to donate to PBS if it insists on fostering or
condoning historical, inaccuracies or if it.is only selectively sensitive to
community input into public-affairs programs.
Send your letter to: Mr. Chase.
Send copies to: William Buckley; Bruce L. Christensen, President, PBS,
Alexandria, va. 22314; and to the president of your local PBS station.
' 4. Send copies of your letters to a Ukrainian center:
in order to gauge the volume of letters, and to help carry this campaign
forward, send copies of your letters to a single Ukrainian center. The Ps and
Bs of New York, New Jersey have agreed to serve as this center.
Send copies to them at: Ukrainian American Professionals and Businesspersons- Association of N.Y., N.J.. P.O. Box 333, Soviet Orange. N.J. 07079.
" 5. Follow developments as reported in The Ukrainian Weekly.
' 6. For transcripts of the September 24 program, send a check (made
payable to SECA) for S4.50 to: "Firing Line." SECA. P.O. Box 5966,
'Columbia, S.C. 29250. Please specify date of program.
^Svubrnitted by Americans for Human RYg^hte^Ufcraine, Queens 0118^^'-'
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Ottawa parish blesses cross on Millennium shrine
by Michael B. Bociurkiw
OTTAWA - After several days of
steady rain, which dropped records
amount of rainfall here in eastern
Canada, the skies cleared in Ottawa on
September 14 just in time for the
blessing and raising of the crosses on the
new Ukrainian Catholic Shrine.
Busloads of Ukrainians from Mon–
treal and Toronto joined about 300
members of St. John's Ukrainian Ca–
tholic Parish in Ottawa to witness an
event that has been eagerly anticipated
by the parishioners, who have been
working hard over the last decade to
raise money for the S4 millioi. church.
Bishop isidore Borecky of Toronto,
the main celebrant in the outdoor divine
liturgy, praised the parishioners for
their efforts in getting the shrine built.
The church is nearing completion on a
plot of land bordered by a federal
experimental farm, the historic Rideau
Canal, and Carleton University.
in his bilingual sermon during the
two-hour, liturgy, Bishop Borecky, an
enthusiastic supporter of the project,
referred to the Rev. viadimir Shew–
chuk, pastor of St. John's Church, as a
"true hero." As a bright sun beat down
on the bronze cross that was about to be
hoisted atop the church, the church
leader credited the Rev. Shewchuk for
his "exemplary and devoted efforts" in
attracting donations and support for
the project.
Referring to the 800-pound cross that
was to crown the central dome of the
church. Bishop Borecky said it will
become a symbol of "triumph and
celebration" to the members of the
Ottawa parish.
"We bless cnosses to proclaim our
Christian belief to all the world," said
Bishop Borecky. "We're following the
instructions of St. Paul to take pride in
the cross."
Reminding the faithful of their perse–
cuted brethren in Ukraine, the spiritual
leader said: "As Ukrainians, the cross
serves аг, a pledge...that the suffering in
our homeland will not last forever."
indeed the hoisting of the cross to the
;op of the shrine was a moment that
evoked pride and excitement among the
members of the parish.
"This is a moment that l've been
waiting for a long time," said Kristina
Gudz, 16, a member of the parish, as a
large crane gently raised the cross above
the heads of the crowd.

Maurice and Robert Dulepka, two
brothers from the parish who own a
local construction equipment rental
firm by the same name, coordinated the
delicate operation of raising the blessed
cross to the top of the shrine.
U took two gigantic cranes — one to
carry the cross from the ground to its
100 meter-high-perch, and the other to
lift a platform carrying the Rev. Shew–
chuk and Mr. Dulepka to the top of the
central dome. Despite strong winds that
buffeted 'he platform and the cross,
bringing them precariously close to
each other, the Rev. Shewchuk cor–
ducted a spectacular airborne blessin:;,
and Mr. Dulepka's attempts at alignt',g
and mounting the cross in its filial
resting place went off without a hitch.
"l've never been that high to biess
things," a relieved pastor told reporters
after completing his descent to the
ground.
The ceremony of blessing and laying
the cross is an ancient tradition, accord–
ing to the organizers of the event, it
symbolizes the laying of the church's
spiritual cornerstone. (The concrete
cornerstone of the church was blessed
by Pope John Paul 11 during his 1984
tour of Canada).
When the doors to the church are
opened next spring, members of St.
John's Parish will use it as their place of
worship. For other Ukrainian Catho–
lics, it will be their national shrine buiit
in commemoration of the 1,000th
anniversary of Christianity in Kievan
Rus', the first Ukrainian state.
The church "belongs not only to the
local Ukrainian community but to the
entire Ukrainian Canadian commu–
nity," according to a booklet on the
shrine published by the parish.
"Through its presence in Ottawa, it is an
embassy that represents all Ukrainian
Canadians, and in their name welcomes
all who come to visit and workship."
Ottawa is home to approximately
5,000 Ukrainians. The Holy Spirit
Ukrainian Catholic Seminary and the
Assumption of the Blessed virgin Mary
Ukrainian Orthodox Church are also
located in the nation's capital.
Donations to the church building
fund have poured in from Ukrainians in
Canada and the United States. The
Ukrainian National Association is
listed as one of the donors.

Maurice Dulepka (left), supervises the placement of the cross on top of the church as the
Shewchuk prepares to bless it.

New York architect Julian Jastrem–
sky designed the church, which will
have a seating capacity in 325.

Members of the parish executive accept donations and pledges from donors for the
Ukrainian Catholic Shrine.

Worshippers gather outside St. John's Ukrainian Catholic Church, waiting for the crov
to the top of the church and blessed by their pastoi.
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Midwest

order to promote the WCM. Mayor
Ford extended an invitation to the

notes

mavor of Moscow to participate in the
Conference of Mayors and the Twin
Cities^ Sister Cities Program.

by Marianna Liss
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Ncntuui
The corn

is green, it's high summer in
lllinois and that means it's time to break
out the holubtsi and the dancing boots
tor another round of Ukrainian festi–
vals.
The Second Annual Art Fair spon–
sored by the Ukrainian village Neigh–
borhood Association in Chicago was
held August 2-3 by St. Nicholas Ukrai–
nian Catholic Cathedral. There were
pottery displays, crafts, a fortune teller
in the school hall, and a bronze lifesized bull created by artist Rogelio
lijerina, a Ukrainian village resident.
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growing trend. One man who is interest;
ed in the trade possibilities of such an
arrangement is Johnny Ford, mayor of
1uskeegee, Ala., and the president and
founder of the World Conference of
Mayors (WCM). He was in Chicago on
July 31. attending the WCM Third
international Convention.
He spoke of his recent tour of the
Soviet Union as a Ted Turner delegate
to (he Goodwill Games in Moscow, і t

When questioned if he knew the
concerns of the Ukrainian community
about contacting family members in
Ukraine after the Chornobyl nuclear
power plant accident or the concerns
that the WCM Sister-City Program
would only serve as propaganda for the
Soviets, Mayor Ford said that the
organization tries to stay away from
politics, but it supports basic human
rights and is against apartheid.

No. 39
Asked if he" was aware that in fact
their oganization does have to deal with
international situations, he said he
understood that. He expressed his
sympathy for the problems of Ukrai–
nians contesting family members.
He suggested that whoever is con–
cerned about the situation should
submit his position in writing, and the
World Conference of Mayors would
consider the issues.
The five principal concerns of the
mayors' conference are trust, better
understanding and peace; trade; tou–
rism; teehnology; and the Twin Ci–
tiesy Sister Cities Program.

Down the road about 40 miles, in
Palatine, on August 1-3 an lllinois
Heritage Festival was held on the
grounds of immaculate Conception
Ukrainian Catholic Church and hosted
by the local Ukrainian community.
The Heritage Festival featured
various ethnic groups, including a
Japanese dance group. As hosts, the
Ukrainian community sold Ukrainian
foods;'.entertained the crowd with
Ukrainian;dancers. the^Hurtovyna
Dance Ensemble from the Chicago
metropolitan area, and showcased
various Ukrainian craftspeople and
artists.
Getting together for a "graduation" picture are over 30 students and teachers of the vacation Bible School held
by St. Nicholas Orthodox Churchin Homewood, ill., on July 28 to August 1. Organized by Pani Matka Yaroslava
Zabrodsky, the class sessions emphasized knowing Christ. Both Orthodox and non-Orthodox children were
taught by parish mothers about church feasts, Ortho– dox prayers, psalms and Bible verses in a fun-filled
q.'riA'.so.i:arr: v.–. .
.-o^
" atmosphere.
,.
ЛВІПІБІХ'І) ,опігпч-ї апівіх':ї і л і і

The Ukrainian community in Pala–
tine received state funds to,"nit on the
festival, because it was open to all ethnic
groups.

The Ukrainian student organization
TUSM held its first summer student
conference on August 11 - 16 on the
grounds of Camp Kiev in Whitmore
Lake, Mich. The conference was very
much concerned with the fate of Kiev
and Ukraine.''
-– - v
"idea and Action" was the theme of
the conference which briefly summa–
rized the entire history of the Ukrai–
nian national movement from 1900
until the present day. The organization
is looking to publish the lecture series.
Mykola Hryckowian, the conference
director, noted that Ukrainian history
did not stop in 1940: "The (national)
movement was not haphazard, the
struggle is still going op. We as young
Ukrainians have to know our history ...
it's part of our history - we grew up
during the time when Moroz was in the
news."
He also stressed action by lobbying
Congress, building organization and by
direct action to get "our message
across."
Though a very small number ol
students attended the conference, or–
ganizers were hopeful that in time and
with better publicity, as was the case
with the TUSM winter confeience,
attendance will grow.

Ukrainian groups take part in Jersey ethnic test
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The 1986
New Jersey Ethnic Festival, the official
multi-ethnic celebration of the State of
New Jersey, sponsored by the New
Jersey Ethnic Advisory Council and
Office of Ethnic Affairs of the New
Jersey Department of State, was held
over the weekend of September 6-7 here
at Liberty State Park.
The 50th Armored Division Band
and Color Guard led the Parade of
Nations, consisting of 20 ethnic groups,
dressed, in native attire and carrying
flags of their nations, marched through
the newly restored terminal building
and then before a reviewing stand of
state and ethnic officials, including

Gov. Tom Kean and Secretary of State
Jane Burgio. Master of ceremonies,
Andrew Keybida, who is a member of
the N.J. Ethnic Advisory Council,
announced each ethnic group as,they ;
paraded in front of the reviewing stand.
Members of the Ukrainian National
Women's League of America, Branch
71 of Jersey City, and members of the
Women's Association for Defense of
Four Freedoms for Ukraine, Newark
and irvington chapter, proudly march–
ed in Ukrainian attire, displaying the
Ukrainian flag and a Ukrainian banner.
Following the invocation by Metro–
politan Silas, bishop of the Greek
Orthodox Church, 197 new Americai

citizens were sworn in.
Sixteen ethnic groups were featured
in the afternoon outdoor program on
Saturday,,and,, 14 e^nic.. groups per–
forraed.on Sunday afternoon. Over 150
ethnic groups participated in the festival
with special tables displaying crafts, art
and culture exhibits of their native lands
inside the huge terminal building.
The following women displayed
Ukrainian embroidery, arts and crafts,
and books: Dora Rak. Ukrainian Con–
gress Committee; Evelyn Keybida.
Ukrainian National Association; Helen
Bilyk. UNWLA Branch 71; Nusia
Woch, who exhibited the art of making
pysanky (Ukrainian Easter eggs); and
Daria Stepaniak.

After the camp's conclusion, a sepa–
rately organized function attracted
voung Ukrainian working professionals
as well as students. Over 600 tickets had
been presold to the clam bake and
dance. There were two live bands,
refreshments and plenty ol clams with
steak.

Establishing sister-ci,ty, relations
between American and Soviet cities is a

Ukrainian groups at the Liberty Park ethnic festival
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Demjanjuk charges...
(Continued from page 1)
newspaper, "if we find we're facing
Soviet-supplied evidence we'l.1 need
more time to prepare for the trial." if
not, he said, "We are prepared to go to
trial immediately."
Meanwhile, in Cleveland, Mr. Dem–
janjuk's son-in-law Edward Nishnic
told The Weekly in a telephone interview, "We're concerned that israel and
the Soviets are talking so much at this
point," in reference to recent bilateral
talks. "When John Demjanjuk was
extradited, the israelis said they would
not use any of the American evidence
and Soviet evidence; they said they
wouldn't need it. Now they're running
to the USSR for evidence. This is very
troubling."
in reaction to recent U.S. concerns
about Soviet evidence being manufac–
tured in the case of U.S. News and
World Report correspondent Nicholas
Daniloff, Mr. Nishnic asked: "Where
was the State Department and govern–
ment officials when Soviet-supplied
evidence was the only documentary
evidence used against John Demjan–
jukr
He added, "We hope that now people
will begin to see the light that Soviet
evidence is a fact of life here in this Godblessed America. We are ready to face
this evidence with our document exa–
miners in a courtroom in israel."
in other developments, Mr. Nishnic
and Mr. O'Connor have separably filed
Freedom of information Act requests
with U.S. officials in an attempt to
obtain all the investigative files main–

Report reveals„.
(Continued from page 1)
reactors, which produce more substances that can linger much longer in
the environment, pose a continuing, yet
smaller, threat to life, the Times wrote.
The probability of cancer connected
with radioactive fallout is considered to
be tiny compared with other sources,
wrote Mr. Diamond. But scientists
expressed concern that a single reactor
accident could exceed the deposit of
long-lasting radioactivity from the at–
mospheric tests, which have been
banned by the superpowers mostly
because of fallout worries, the Times
said.
"it is another way of telling us that
this was a very serious accident," said
Dr. Lynn R. Anspaugh, a biophysicist
who participated in the Livermore
study for the U.S. Energy Department.
The study is only one of several new
Western inquiries into the Chernobyl
disaster conducted in the past month,
which provide new details and analyses
based on the report given by the Soviets
in vienna and on private conversations
among Western experts and between
Western and Soviet scientists, the Times
said.
One of the major new studies was
conducted by an international team of
12 nuclear experts and was scheduled to
be presented in vienna on September 23
to the international Atomic Energy
Agency.
The authors of the new report, the
international Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group, said the accident offered poten–
tial lessons on emergency planning,
radiation firefighting, radiation medi–
cine and decontamination, even for
those operating Western reactors, the
Times said.
The report also indicated that even
"entombing" the ruined reactor in
concrete might not resolve the health
questions because the concrete enclo–
sure may have a reliable design life of
about 50 years, far less than the life of
the radioactive material inside, wrote
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tained by the U.S. Justice Department's
Office of Special investigations for the
Demjanjuk case.
Mr. O'Connor, acting as Mr. Dem–
janjuk's counsel, asked for expeditious
handling of his request in view of the
fact that his client is to stand trial soon
and the documentation sought is ne–
cessary for the defense.
Mr. Nishnic explained, "We need all
the evidence, specifically the exone–
rating Soviet evidence; the Soviets said
nothing about Treblinka, only about
Sobibor and Trawniki. We have to have
this information for a strong defense."
in his August 24 letter to William B.
Jones, senior attorneyladviser for the
FOi;Privacy Act, Mr. Nishnic stated:
"1 am requesting access to the follow–
ing documents: all investigative files
maintained by the Justice Department's
Office of Special investigations (Cri–
minal Division) for John a.k.a. ivan
Demjanjuk. This includes any and all
pre-trial investigations conducted ex–
ternal to the United States, i.e. Federal
Republic of Germany (West Germany),
israel and the USSR. This request does
not include trial briefs, opinions of
court and related legal matters, if all or
any part of this request is denied, please
cite the specific exemptions) that you
believe justifies your refusal to release
the information requested and inform
me of the appeal process available to me
under the Freedom of information Act.
"1 wish also to state that: 1. the
information requested is not available
from any other .sources; 2. this request
cannot be reduced in scope or volume;
3. І am willing to pay for reproduction
costs; 4. І would appreciate your
Mr. Diamond.
More than 8 tons of highly radioactive material were released from the
ruined reactor, and some of it was
deposited hundreds of miles away, the
report said.
The first steam explosion from the
reactor blew off its 1,000-ton steel cover
plate and ripped off the tops of all 1,661
channels, attached to the cover plate
and containing nuclear fuel. Those
channels became like "1,600 howitzers
pointed to the sky," Dr. Herbert J.C.
Kouts, chairman of the Department of
Nuclear Energy at Brookhaven Na–
tional Laboratory, said at an American
Nuc'ear Society symposium at Saratoga Springs, NY., last week, the Times
reported.
Dr. Kouts who was the main author
of the report, revealed that people miles
away saw "a fireworks display" of hot
radioactive material being thrown into
the night sky. The plant, the report
revealed, had been designed to handle
the rupture of only one fuel channel.
The report said the nearby unda–
magec" Units 1 and 2, which are sche–
duled to restart by November, are
contaminated. Even if they were decon–
taminated before they were restarted,
the reactors would have to be run by
operators who would be replaced every
two weeks because of residual radiation
within the 18-mile evacuation zone. The
fate and long-term cooling of Unit 3,
which is adjacent to Unit 4, is unknown
to Western experts who were interview–
ed for the study.
The operating crews for the two units
will reportedly be housed in a new
settlement that is under construction
outside the 18-mile evacuation zone and
will be transported to the power plant in
specially shielded vehicles. Their radioactive clothes will have to be washed
every day and their health closely
monitored.
The report also noted that only about
25 percent of the total radiation release
took place the first day; the rest oc–
curred over the next eight days, the
Times wrote.
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handling of this request as quickly as available to talk with them, however.
possible, and 1 look forward to hearing The three also went to the FOl offices
from you within 10 days as the FOlA where they met with Mr. Jones and his
stipulates."
"-' supervisor who told them that if their
request is stymied by the department
As of September 25, neither Mr. from which the information is sought,
Nishnic nor Mr. O'Connor had received in this case, the Justice Department's
any response from FOl authorities. Office of Special investigations, there is
Their next move, said Mr. Nishnic, is nothing they can do.
"to take it to federal court and sue for
"1 have every reason to believe the
the information."
OS1 is leading the prosecution in israel,
On Monday, September 22, Messrs. because if they weren't, the information
Nishnic and O'Connor, accompanied (requested through the FOlA) should
by a news reporter for the local CBS have been released immediately after
affiliate in Cleveland, attempted to meet the extradition (of Mr. Demjanjuk),"
with OS! officials. No official was said Mr. Nishnic.

Congress...

members be allowed to emigrate to
countries of their choice.

(Continued from page 1)
of Ukrainian rights activist Yuriy
Shukhevych and pledged that "when І
lead the delegation to vienna this year, І
will put this issue as forcefully as any
other case, before not only the Soviets,
but all of the signatories of the Helsinki
Accords."
He also took the opportunity to
introduce Nadia Svitlychna and Nina
Strokata, two of the exiled Ukrainian
Helsinki Group members present at the
reception, who along with their
colleagues Gen. Petro Grigorenko,
Sviatoslav Karavansky, volodymyr
Malynkovych and Petro vins nowenjoy
freedom outside the boundaries of the
Soviet Union. They consider themselves
the fortunate members of the Ukrainian
Public Group to Promote the imple–
mentation of the Helsinki Accords.
Founded on November 9, 1976, by 10
people in the city of Kiev, the group's
purpose was to monitor the Soviet
government's adherence to the Helsinki
Accords in Ukraine, its membership
expanded to 37, but four members later
died (Yuriy Lytvyn, Mykhaylo Melnyk,
vasyl Stus and Oleksa Tykhy) due to
harsh treatment by Soviet authorities.
All but one were either imprisoned, sent
to labor camps, deported or exiled.
in spite of continued persecutions by
the Soviet government, the Ukrainian
group never disbanded and did not
cease to function in its human-rights
mission.

The resolutions also call for the U.S.
Consulate in Kiev to report on Soviet
human-rights violations in the Ukrai–
nian republic and that information
provided by that consulate on those
violations be included in semi-annual
reports on compliance with the Helsinki
Final Act.
According to legislative aides, the
resolutions have gained support in both
the Senate and the House, and were not
passed due to scheduling.

William Courtney, Kiev consul ge–
neral-designate, already a familiar face
in Ukrainian American circles, address–
ed listeners with a few sentences in
Ukrainian and went on to talk about the
fact that human-rights issues must serve
as the centerpiece of relations between
the Soviet Union and the United States.
During the latter part of the two-hour
affair, which was emceed by AHRU
member Dan Marchishin, (who is also a
public member of the U.S. Commission
on the Ukraine Famine), Ukrainian
Helsinki Group members Ms. Svitly–
chna and Dr. Strokata spoke about the
ongoing persecution of group members,
as well as others who find themselves in
the hands of the Soviet regime.
Ms. Svitlychna cited the plight of
American journalist Nicholas Daniloff
and solemnly remembered deceased
human-rights activists in the Soviet
Union, as well as the late ihor Olsha–
niwsky, president of Americans for
Rep. Broomfield, who along with Human Rights in Ukraine, who was
Rep. Mica and Sen. Boschwitz .s a untiring in his efforts to promote
member of the U.S. Commission on the Ukrainian causes.
Dr. Strokata said the main concern of
Ukraine Famine, reminded attendees,
"our presence here today bears witness the U.S. today should be the questionthat the plight of the Ukrainian Helsinki able use of Soviet evidence U.S. courts.
Also present at the commemoration
monitors will not be forgotten," and
Rep. Green added to these sentiments, were staffers of the Commission on
saying, "it is even more of an obligation Security and Cooperation in Europe,
on those of us outside the iron Curtain who will be part of the U.S. delegation
who have the ability to speak out and at the vienna review meeting: Ron
McNamara, John Fincrgy, Cathy Cosinsist that our government focus on
these issues and use its rights under the man and Orest Deychakiwsky, as well
as R. Spencer Oliver, a former CSCE
Helsinki Accords."
staff director and currently a staff
Sen. Dole brought up the Soviet member of the Foreign Relations Com–
Union's past violations of human rights, mittee, and the legislative assistants to
mentioning the 1932-33 famine and the many senators and congresspersons.
long-overdue documentary "Harvest of James Mace, the executive director
Despair," which was to be featured on of the U.S. Commission on the Ukraine
PBS's "Firing Line" on Wednesday, Famirre^s-and Bohdan A. Futey, chairSeptember 24. He commended William man of the U.S. Foreign Claims Settle–
F. Buckley for bringing this subject to ment Commission, also attended the
the attention of the public.
ceremonies.
Among Ukrainian American groups
Throughout the evening, Ukrainian
Americans anticipated the announce– represented at 10th anniversary comme–
ment of the passing of the Senate moration included: the Ukrainian Na–
Concurrent Resolution 154 and the tional Association, the Ukrainian Fra–
House Concurrent Resolution 332, ternal AsSociation, the Ukrainian Na–
regarding the Ukrainian Helsinki Mo– tional information Service, the Ukrai–
nitoring Group. The concurrent reso– nian American Coordinating Council,
lutions call for tne president and the the Ukrainian American Bar Associa–
secretary of state to firmly insist at the tion, the Ukrainian Orthodox League
vienna Review Meeting that impri– of America, the Ukrainian National
soned and exiled members of the Ukrai– Women's League of America, Ukrai–
nian and other Helsinki monitoring nian American veterans, the Ukrainian
groups in the Soviet Union be released Evangelical Council of America, the
from incarceration in the spirit of the Ukrainian institute of America and The
Final Act of the CSCE and that these Washington Group.
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And here are the real "Khrestonostsi"... Ukrainian groups.
-^^„(Continued from page 3)
brought against ІЇГпї.TWeT)e!ievc this
situation to be contrary to your laws
and in violation of John Demjanjuk's
human rights."

Last week's story on the meeting of the "Orden Khrestonostsiv" Plast frater–
nity was accompanied by the wrong photograph (same background, wrong
group...) Ergo, to set the record straight, we publish the photo above.

WANTED

WANTED

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
seeks

DiRECTOR of FRATERNAL ACTMT1ES
College graduate willing to learn about haternalisni. Must enjoy working
vrjtfi рекріе, ,Knowledge iftf, Ukrainian „cmef English, required.. Willing.to
'iraxrel eind'woYk week-ends occasionally. Send resume to:

JOHN 0. FL1S, Supreme President
Ukrainian National Association
3 0 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

(201) 451-2200

Help the,Ukrainian-American Justice Committee of Chicago
distribute

Paul Zumbakis' book

SOVIET EVIDENCE IN NORTH
AMERICAN COURTS

No. 39
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Along with the letter, Mrs. Olshaniw–
sky also enclosed documentation pre–
pared by Hans Rullman, who publishes
Ost-Dienst, a German press service
about Eastern Europe, concerning the
Demjanjuk case. Among other things,
the article says that the Trawniki camp
identification card, which was the
primary piece of evidence used against
Mr. Demjanjuk in deportation proceed–
ings in the U.S., is a fake. The article,
written in German, is currently being
translated into several languages. Each
of the 150 members of the Knesset re–
ceived a copy of Mr. Rullman's article.
The other letter is addressed to Mr
Sharir, the israeli minister of justice, in
it, the four signatories warn the minister
about using Holocaust survivors as
witnesses, claiming that "witnesses
belong to the-^category of people,
traumatized by the personally ex–
perienced Holocaust, whose psychology is under the influence of emotions.
Not the least among these emotions are
vengeance and hatred. Some emotions
blind anybody and may cause conscious
or unconscious mistakes in his testi–
mony." The signatories gave two ex–
amples of where Holocaust survivors
said they positively could identify an
alleged war criminal, later only to find
out it was a case of mistaken identity, in
one of these cases, involving war cri–
minal Aloysius Brunner, Anthony
Brunner,"a former Nazi, was tried and
haneed as the former. Much^,pf the
evidjence centered on the testimony of
Holocaust survivors.
"As is seen," the signatories wrote,
"the testimony of Holocaust survivors is
not a 100 percent reliable source of truth
and cannot be undeniable evidence in
the court."
Another point which was made in the
letter was that "the mentality -of of
Holocaust survivors is characterized by
heightened suspiciousness and desire
for vengeance. Thus, the known 'Nazi
hunter' Simon Wiesenthal — published
in his Bulletin of information groundless accusations against innocent people.
For instance. The Bulletin accused Mr.
ivan Stebelsky from Denver of Nazi

crimes, while Mr. Stebelsky never did
any crime, but (in fact) during World
War 11 helped in saving Jews (the fact
proved by witnesses)."
The authors continued: "The ability
of mystifications is especially strong
among Holocaust survivors when U–
krainians are in question. The existence
of ihe Ukrainophobia among some
circles of the Jewish public is an
irrefutable fact as the existence of the
anti-Semitism among some 'interna–
tionalists' in Ukraine."
Taking all this into consideration, the
authors said, an impartial and unbiased
court would demand more reliable
evidence of Mr. Demjanjuk's guilt. "But
it seems to us that there is no such
(reliable) evidence," they wrote. To the
contrary, they said there are many
things which support Mr. Demjanjuk's
innocence. The points they make are:
e the doubtfulness of the Trawniki
identification card;
" testimony of Polish peasants who
don't recognize Mr. Demjanjuk as
"lvan the Terrible";
" testimony of the Treblinka death
camp survivors who said they witnessed
the killing of "lvan the Terrible" in
1943;
" testimony of Holocaust survivors
who don't recognize Mr. Demjanjuk as
"lvan the Terrible";
" t,be. testimony of former camp
officers about the killing of ^lvan the
Terrible" during an inmate uprising in
1943;
4
" discrepancy in testimonies of wit–
nesses for the prosecution taken now
and just after World War 11;
" testimony of Holocaust survivors
"against the truth" during other cases.
"We consider any attempt to convict
Mr. Demjanjuk on the ground of
Holocaust survivor's testimony as the
imitation of Soviet 'justice,' imitation
unworthy of democratic society, and
democratic courts, instead of searching
for the truth, such a 'justice' serves as a
tool for some political circles and
ascertains' what these circles demand,"
the signatories continued.
"We are deeply convinced of Mr.
Demjanjuk's innocence. He became the
victim of KGB intrigue, the irresponsi–
bility of the media, the prejudice of the
American OS1 lawyers and the heigh–
tened desire for vengeance of some
lsraelites."

І

Use this form to either purchase a copy of the book for yourself or have it sent to someone
who should be informed.
.л
D Please send ME
Courts at S15.00. My address is:

П Please send

copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North A m e r i c a n J

copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North American Courts

at S15.00 to the following politician, journalist, judge or private citizen.
His7her address is:

П Please send

,

copy (copies) of Soviet Evidence in North A m e r i c a n Courts to

whomever the Ukrainian-American Justice Committee feels should be receiving Zumbakis' book.
Enclosed is $

for (number of)

copy (copies). (UAJC will send you notification of

whom the book was sent to)

Dartmouth...
(Continued from page 4)
Soviet and American legal systems were
described as "more similar than dif–
ferent," and the ASL was described by
ABA President Eugene Thomas as
committed to "the rule of law."
Patience T. Huntwork, co-chairper–
son of the Task Force, said: "The
impression created by the seminar was
that the Soviet legal system is charac–
terized by the rule of law. Actually, the
Soviet legal system is characterized by
sham trials, denial of counsel, manu–
factured and planted evidence, arbitra–
riness, KGB manipulation and terror.
1
The duty of the ABA is to unmask these
facts, not gloss them over. We call upon
the ABA leadership to affirm that
neither the ASL nor the legal system
which it represents is committed to
advancing the rule of law in the world."
Orest A. Jejna, co-chairperson of the
Task Force, said: "it is absurd to argue

that the cause of human rights for all
Soviet citizens was benefitted by such a
seminar, in fact, the seminar simply
diverted attention from human rights,
and provided the Soviets with new
propaganda with which to dishearten
their own people."
Although the ABA at its annual
meeting in August rejected a resolution
by Attorneys Huntwork and Jejna that
would have abrogated the ABA-Soviet
formal ties, it did agree to subject the
ties to annual review, in the course of
the August debate, ABA speakers
conceded the ASL's prominent role in
Soviet propaganda, comparing the
ASL to Goebbels'propaganda ministry,
its propaganda to Hitler's and one of its
officers to an officer of the Ku Klux
Klan.
The formal document signed by the
two associations, called a Declaration
of Cooperation, describes the ASL as
committed to the rule of law and to
other laudable human-rights goals.

My address is.

THE UNA: MORE THAN
Send this form with payment to
Civil Liberties C o m m i s s i o n . 2445-A Bloor Street West. T o r o n t o , Ont,. Canada
M6S 1P7
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interview...
(Continued from page 5)
UNA publications, Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Weekly, Soyuzivka and the Fraternal Activities
Department. І would welcome suggestions and advice
from the general community. І hope members will
always feel free to let me know their feeling. That way
we can better help each other for the benefit of the
UNA.
Would the UNA's product, mat is, its insurance
benefit plans, have to be upgraded?
The UNA's products have always been a solid
investment. Just as we need professional insurance
representatives due to the many complex insurance
products on the market today, the UNA also needs to
improve the quality of its insurance portfolio.
Upgrading an insurance portfolio is a continuing
process.
Along with the UNA Supreme Executive Commit–
tee, we are looking at and have started to incorporate
new products that will best serve the needs of the
Ukrainian community. The UNA has been and always
will be Ukrainian, with the exception of yours truly.
However, Mr. Flis, our supreme president, informs me
that "maybe" someday, if 1 do a conscientious job, he
will see if 1 could be made an honorary Ukrainian.
After all, that's next best, if you агепЧ one.
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American insurance companies cannot. They should
not be regarded as the UNA's competitors. Further, І
feel the UNA's fraternal service gives us a unique
competitive edge over most other fratemais. The
UNA's duty is clear. Ukrainians in America and
Canada have a special obligation to keep alive
Ukrainian culture and language, inasmuch as facets of
Ukrainian culture are being wiped off the face of the
earth through the USSR's, policy of Russification,
UNA must be a leader in keeping Ukrainian culture
alive. Ukrainians, regardless of where they were born,
in their homeland, the United States or Canada,
should close ranks for this very purpose. The best way
to do so is to make the UNA the No. 1 Ukrainian
fraternal association in the free world. To accomplish
this, we need a commitment from each Ukrainian, to
do everything possible to accomplish this end.
How would the sales force operate in terms of
geography and demography?
As you may know at the UNA's last convention, the
delegates approved a resolution directing the Supreme
Assembly to utilize the services of a demographer in
order to better determine where potential members
should be sought..This, when completed, with the
direction of the UNA's executive officers, will give us
:he ability to determine those geographical areas that
would support permanent agents and;'or managers.
Areas would be pinpointed for the UNA to concen–
trate on.

With the new addition, would the UNA be more
competitive vis-a-vis the commercial insurance
companies?

How would the sales force convince potential
members about the benefits of UNA membership?

As to American commercial insurance companies: і
believe the UNA provides fraternal' services which

Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly will help
greatly in this respect. Our members have to learn

Linnas's...
(Continued from page 3)
ly serve the interests of justice, because
it would make clear for future cases and
the present one that defendants, such as
petitioner, must be afforded from the
outset a right to trial by jury in a court of
law, the benefits of the Fifth Amend–
ment privilege against self-incrimina–
tion and all of the other constitutional
safeguards to which a criminal defen–
dant is entitled."
Thus, the– Linnas case, ii heard by the
Supreme Court, has the potential of
being a crucial precedent-setting; .case..
On October 5, two days before the
Supreme Court reconvenes, Americans

Psychology and education...
(Continued from page 7)
technicians to Siberia, and abolition of
all experimental work with aptitude and
intelligence tests. This also became the
fate of paedology and paedologists
(Holland, i960).
Currently in Ukraine defectological
departments exist within the pedagogi–
cal institutes in Kiev and Slaviansk.
Their primary functions is to train
teacher-specialists for work with excep–
tional children. As of 1984, there were in
Ukraine, 369 special schools educating
over 77,000 exceptional children (Yare–
menko, 1984). in the 1981-82 school
year, new educational plans were
adapted by special schools, with more
emphasis upon professional orientation
and pre-vocational training.

who believe the deportation of East
European Americans to the USSR is
tantamount to a death sentence will
hold an ecumenical prayer service at
11 a.m. in front of the U.S. Supreme
Court building at First Street SE in
Washington, in addition, the Coalition
for Constitutional Justice and Security
is planning a vigil outside the Supreme
Court for October 5 - 7 .
According to Man-Ann Rikken of
the CCJS, the events "will not be a
screaming demonstration, but an ex–
pression of deeply felt emotion."
"Everyone will be joining in prayerto
show solidarity with the things that
make this' country great. We are in
danger of losing a lot of young people to
Research in special education (defec–
tology) is being conducted at various
Ukrainian universities and at the Psy–
chological Research institute of Ukrai–
nian SSR in Kiev. Areas of study
include: a) pathological correlates of
behavior and cognitive activity of
mentally retarded children; b) child
psychopathology; c) psychology of the
mentally retarded; d) education of the
mentally retarded; e) mental develop–
ment of youngsters in special schoots.
Presently, there are 67 doctoral candi–
dates in the field of special education
(defectology) in the Ukrainian SSR.
in conclusion, it should be mentioned
that Ukrainian scholars are wor-kTng
under harsh conditions of dogmatic
party control and intense Russificatipn
efforts. We should constantly remind
ourselves of this reality.

із

about the availability of insurance coverage with the
UNA.
What we really are doing is what any fraternal
association that is progressing and growing is doing.
We must take advantage of the ways and means
available to us in a changing world.
The UNA is not changing, only adding another
dimension in its effort to unite the whole Ukrainian
American and Ukrainian Canadian community.
1 hope in the future to have articles pertaining to
insurance, and our department, under the title: "From
the Desk of the National Sales Director."
You seem to emphasize time and шле again that the
UNA is a fraternal, why?
This is what enables the UNA to fund many of its
fraternal activities for the Ukrainian cause, its culture,
language and heritage, it enables the UNA to be the
voice against Russification of Ukrainians. A fraternal
insurance association, as opposed to a commercial
insurance company, does two things with the profits
derived from insurance: pay dividends to its members;
use the profits for its fraternal purposes.
in the UNA's case, our fraternalism is Ukrai–
nianism. All fraternal societies are non-profit and taxexempt under the law. The UNA permits members not
only to protect their families and lo,ved ones through
its insurance plans, but submits to being regarded as
the sounding board, the voice of all Ukrainians. The
larger we grow through insurance, the stronger that
voice can become.
if the UNA does not continue to lead the way, if the
UNA does not continue to grow and bring all
Ukrainians together, then who will? Perhaps mostimportant, who can?

cynicism and having tbem lose faith in
the judicial system in the United States,"
she added, referring to the effect of
denaturalizationy deportation proceed–
ings brought by the OS1 against East
European Americans — proceedings
that are considered civil and, therefore,
do not afford the defendants the same
protections that are provided to accused
criminals.
"And, as the situation continues,
more and more people will lose faith in
the system," Ms. Rikken said.
There are some positive develop–
ments, however. "There is more sym–
pathetic press attention, the issue is
being talked about in Congress, Ameri–
cans are starting to pay attention,"
she noted.
Recently, Ms. Rikken pointed out, an
organization called Americans for Due
Process distributed 90,000 postc?^ds
arguing against deportation to the
Soviet Union. These were sent to

President Ronald Reagan and to Patrick J. Buchanan, assistant to the
president and director of White House
communications. Mr. Buchanan told
Ms. Rikken that he was impressed with
the number of postcards he received.
Another example she cited was а І
commentary by Jay Matthews, national"
correspondent for The Washington
Post, that appeared in that newspaper
on August 29. Mr. Matthews argued
that an American jury should decide the
cases of suspected Nazi war criminals.
And, in a letter to The Washington
Post that was sent in late July but was,
for some reason, never published, Mr.
Buchanan stated:
"What Americans of East European
descent are asking - for those among
them accused of war crimes - is
something to which Americans are
entitled: a fair trial in an open court in a
free country. Mark me down as one who
agrees."

PERTH AMB0Y, NEW JERSEY - D1STR1CT C0MM1TTEE
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
announces that

ORGANIZING MEETING
of the

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
will be held on Sunday, October 12, 1986, at 1:30 p.m.
at the Church Hall, Atta vista Паса, Perth Amboy, N J.
All members of the District Committee, Convention Delegates, Branch Officers of the
following Branches are requested to attend without fait

We have available a brand new edition of

A HISTORY of UKRAINE
by
Michael Hrushevsky
in English

26, 104, 155, 168. 209, 294, 312, 332. 342, 349, 353, 372
PROGRAM:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Opening RemarKS
Review of the organizational work of the District during the past months
Address by STEFAN HAWRYSZ. UNA National Organizer
Addoption of membership campaign plan for balance of 1986
Discussion and Resolution
Adiourment

Archon B.ooks.published for Ukrainian National Association
Price S30.00. postage and handling included
New Jersey residents please add 6 4 Sales Tax

Svoboda Book Store
30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City. N.J. 07302

Meeting will be attended by:

Stefan Hawrysz, UNA National Organizer
Michael Zacharko. pres - Sofia Lonyshyn. seer -

John Babyn. ігезз
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A pre-congress...
(Continued from pace 3)
The pundits say Dr. Cipywnyk's
chances of winning are very'good, in
fact, he looks like a shoo-in since there
are no other known contenders for the
position as of press-time. The current
UCC president is not running for reelection.
To date, the organizations that have
endorsed Dr. Cipywnyk include: the
Ukrainian Canadian Professional'and
Business Federation (UCPBF); the
Ukrainian National Federation (UNF);
and the Ukrainian Self Reliance League,
the umbrella body of Ukrainian Ortho–
dox groups in Canada.
Each of these three organizations by virture of their status as one of the
"big six" organizations in the UCC —
has a potential of 100 votes at the
congress, (in comparison, youth and
student groups such as the Ukrainian
Canadian Students' Union (SUSK) and
Plast have 50 votes each; the provincial
councils of. the UCC have only three).
The Ukrainian Canadian Students'
Union and other youth organizations in
the UCC will likely throw their support
behind the Saskatoon doctor, accord–
ing to reliable sources.
Bohdan Shulakewych, the UCPBF
president who is running his own
campaign — for a position in the Senate
of Canada - told The Weekly that his
organization is supporting Dr. Cipy–
wnyk for a number of reasons.

"He's a member of our organization, Saskatchewan Provincial Council has
and he's president of the Saskatchewan agreed to make space available, said Dr.
branch of the UCC. Dr. Cipywnyk is a Cipywnyk, adding that it would be
very intellectual man who knows the "large, modern, air-conditioned and
Ukrainian community not only from a ІоШіУсоІпрШегией:"^—
-ц,^„^
professional standpoint, but from a
To date, most UCC national execu–
community standpoint as well. He has a tive meetings have been held in Winni–
feeling for the community."
peg; but as an austerity measure, Dr.
Cipywnyk said he would institute tele
Mr. Shulakewych said the UCPBF conferencing — whereby discussions
will probably All SO of a potential 100 and voting would take place over the
delegate positions at the congress.
telephone. "1 think many of the issues
"Dr. Cipywnyk is an excellent candi– could be handled that way," he said
during
an interview.
date for UCC president," said Dr.
Most of the criticisms about the
Krawchenkp. "He understands very
well the needs of the Ukrainian commu– national UCC voiced by Dr. Cipywnyk
nity in Canada, and has the skill to in public and in interviews have been
echoed by several other people interimplement a plan."
viewed over the past few weeks.
Dr. Cipywnyk said that one of bis
John Gregorovich, the chairperson of
first acts as president would be ;o the Civil Liberties Commission, a group
mothball the current UCC headquar– of about 10 people coordinating the
ters which is housed in a dilapidated UCC's watchdog committee on the
building in downtown Winnipeg. He federal government's war crimes probe,
compared the current UCC building to told The Weekly that the UCC is badly
a "free– trap," and complained that in need of a major shake-up.
during a recent visit he was unable to
"On the national level, the UCC has
find the washrooms.
failed to meet what 1 think are the needs
and
expectations of the Ukrainian
T d be afraid to invite the prime
minister or a Cabinet minister to that community," said Mr. Gregorovich.
facility," said Dr. Cipywnyk. "if we are
The Toronto lawyer added that he
to be first class, 1 think you should have believes that Dr. Cipywnyk is "capable
a modern facility."
of getting things done" and "addressing
in addition to moving the national the issues,"
Michael Maryn, a vancouver Lawyer
UCC offices to another location. Dr.
SUSK
Cipywnyk said he would like to open up and a past-president of
who
has attended two UCC congresses,
a satellite office in Saskatoon. The UCC
said that despite accomplishments that
include the establishment of the Civil
Liberties Commission, the current UCC
leadership is a spent force and a liabi–
lity for the community.

- Join the UNA
insure and be sure
ROMA PRYMA-BOHACHEVSKY
School of Ballet and Ukrainian Dance

REG1STRAT10N and BEG1NN1NG
OF SCHOOL YEAR 1 9 8 6 7 8 7
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Saturday. October 4,1386 from 1-6 p.m. 359 Broom Strait, comtr 3rd Avsnuo.
I R V I N G T O N . N J . - Tuesday. Septomber 23rd from 3-6 p.m., St. John tha Baptist Auditorium,
Sanford and ivy.
UN10NDALE. N.Y. - llondiy. Saptambar 22nd from 6-Ю p.m. St. viadimir Ukniniin Cantar.
226 Uniondale Avenuo.
Complete range of COURSES FOR BALLET. BEG1HNERS. 1NTERMED1ATE and ADvAHCED
and CHARACTER CLASSES in BODY HfMHEHT.

For information call (212) 677-7187

PENNA. ANTHRAC1TE REG10N UNA BRANCHES
'
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will hold an

ORGANIZING DISTRICT COMMITTEE
MEETING

to office is not "a foregone conclusion at
all."
The new president of the UCC will
have to work closely with the UCC's
executive director — the highest-paid,
full-time administrative position in the
UCC national office.
Executive director position

The office of the UCC executive
director has been vacant since the
beginning of the summer when its last
occupant resigned. Now, on the eve of
the congress and the election of a new
executive, there are rumblings from
people like Dr. Cipywnyk, who say the
UCC should wait until after the con–
gress to appoint an executive director.
Just before press time, a UCC offi–
cial, who spoke on condition of anony–
mity, said the UCC is determined to
install a new executive director by
October 1.
Sophia Kachur, a representative of
Plast in Winnipeg who is coordinating
the congress program, said in an interview last month that there is support for
the plan to appoint the replacement
before the congress.
"There is merit to having an executive
director present at the congress because
it will give that person an opportunity to
get a feeling for what the community's
needs will be," said Ms. Kachur.
Mr. Nowosad, who confirmed that he
will not be seeking a third team as UCC
national president, volunteered that the
current leadership should delay its
decision on a replacement until after the
congress.
Dr. Cipywnyk said he would be
"very surprised" if the position of
executive director is filled before the
"The big six organizations in the congress. He added that six weeks ago
UCC aren't the big six anymore," said he received assurances from UCC
Mr. Maryn in a telephone interview. He representatives that the current leaderasserted that the UCC leadership re– ship would not want to saddle the
peatedly stonewalls proposals for re- incrriffingxexecutive with a new cxecu–
form that are presented by young tive directdfr v
Ukrainian Canadians, "in the past they
in a position paper released in July,
have frowned upon our proposals," he Dr. Cipywnyk outlined his criteria for
said.
the UCC's executive director.
"it would be desirable that the execu–
Andrij Semotiuk, president of the
Alberta Provincial Council of the UCC tive director be at least fluently bilingual
and also a former SUSK president, and perhaps trilingual. That person
acknowledged that there are a host of must have appropriate training and an
problems with the national UCC that experiental track record for the effective
need attention. The Edmonton lawyer management of such a large and com–
said in a recent interview that Dr. plex organization. Hey she must be paid
Cipywnyk is the "right'man" to orches– a salary equivalent to a similar position
trate a revitalization of the umbrella in other organizations or government
departments."
body.
The deadline for the submission of
He added that although Dr. Cipy–
wnyk has "a considerable amoun' of applications for the position of execu–
support" in western Canada, his election tive director was September 15.

Sunday, October 5 , 1 9 8 6 , at 3:00 p.m.
Scrafford Motel, comer 3 0 9 - 5 4 Hwy. Homtown, Pa.
Officers, Convention Delegates and Representatives of. the following UNA Branches
are invited to attend:
Minersvil!e, 78. 129. 265
MtCarmal, 2
Shamokin, 1
Shenandoah. 98
St. Clair. 9, 3 1 . 228

Berwick, 164, 333
Frackvil!e, 242, 382
Freeiand. 429
Mahanoy City. 305
Lehighton, 389
McAdoo, 7

Ukrainian Ski Club
announces to it's members and their guests their

TRADITIONAL OUTING
at Soyuzivka
on Saturday and Sunday, October 4th and 5th, 1986
Activities to include

PROGRAM:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Opening Remarks
Review of the organizational work of the District during the past months
General UNA topics
Adoption of membership campaign plan for balance 1986
Questions and answers
Adjournment

(Trophy dounated by D R . Y A R O S L A W R O Z A N K O W S K Y )
Registration at 10 a.m.

GOLF TOURNAMENT
( A t T h e N e v e l e Golf C o u r s e -

Calloway System)

For more information and to register please contact
Mr. G. Trrasiuk, 1 9 8 Eastern Pkwy. Newark. N.J. 0 7 1 0 6 . Tel.: ( 2 0 1 ) 3 7 3 - 0 7 5 9

Meeting will be attended by
M r . S t e f a n H a w r y S Z , UNA National Organizer
UNA members, and all Ukrainians of the Anthracite Area are invited to attend this meeting.
Joseph Sedor, Honorary Chairman

T y m k o Butrey. Chairman

A. Slovik, Treasurer

Helen Slovjk."SecTpfary

Cocktails - Saturday
Banquet
Dance

б p.m.
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
to the tunes of the Alex 8. Dorko Orchestra

For reservations call Soyuzivka directly. Tel.: ( 9 1 4 ) 6 2 6 - 5 6 4 1
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Women's conference...
(Continued from page 16)
Duda contends that often women don4
give themselves the credit they deserve.
She plans to discuss the importance of a
positive self-image..;
Лe Separated, Widowed, Divorced:
Christine Dubas, Olga Borys and Diana
Oddo focus their attention on how the
Ukrainian community views the sepa–
rated, divorced or widowed woman,
and whether there are any support
networks for her.
' Financial Planning: Stephen Bida
and' Luba Knysh will offer advice on
making small investments, loans, esta–
blishing credit histories, etc.
The conference is being held at the
Ramada Hotel and Conference Center,
U.S. Route 1 and Ridge Road, Prince–
ton4 N.J.; (609) 452-2400. Room reser–
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vations (rate is S50 per night) must be
made with the Ramada.
Conference reservations may be sent
or phoned in to: UNWLA Conference
Committee, c^o Lesia Kachmar, 17
Wind Ridge Drive, North Caldwell,
N.J., 07006; (201) 226-0293.
Conference sessions begin on Satur–
day and Sunday at 9:30 a.m. On Satur–
day evening, a banquet will be held
beginning at 8 p.m. Speakers will
include: William Courtney, consul
general-designate to Kiev; Paul Gobel,
Nationality Desk officer, State Depart–
ment; Rep. Jim Courter (R-N.J.); and
Dr. James E. Mace, director of the U.S.
Commission on the Ukraine Famine.
Tickets to the banquet alone are S2S and
should be purchased at least two days in
advance by contacting Mrs. Kachmar.
On the Friday preceding the confe–
rence, two special-interest workshops

у

will BeleldTWecfiveTublic Relations
(Andrij Bilyk) is scheduled for 12:30-5
p.m.; How to Fundraise Successfully
(Stephen Bida and Olga Stawnychy) is
slated for 6:30 - 10 p.m.

SovieWissidenW , A

(Continued from pace 2)
camps tor his activities as founding
member of the Moscow Trust Group,
an independent Soviet peace organiza–
tion. The peace activist added that his
brother had "lost his mind" because, of
Soviet psychiatric experiments, Mr.
(Continued from page 2)
same kind of scale. This is a political Faryma wrote.
reality:
"Contrary to the conclusions of
Similarly, Chernobyl will not lead, as official Soviet psychiatrists who pre–
at least one Western analyst has claim– viously sentenced me to a psychiatric
ed, to mounting pressure on Mr. Gor– ward, Dr. Keryagin declared that 1 was
bachev. (On the other hand, it will perfectly sane," Mr. Shatravka declared
hardly have enhanced his prestige.) The upon his arrival in New York this
Soviet regime can withstand a disaster summer.
of the magnitude of Chernobyl, parti–
cularly when the ІАЕА and prominent
spokespersons are praising alleged
Soviet "openness," as manifested in the
report to Yienna.

ChornobyL.

Share
The Weekly

First time in USA 8, Canada
HENRY M1CHALSK1 presents

The Ukrainian Chorus

ZHURAVLI
From, Poland

MAR1A SZGZUCKA
SOPRANO

SOLOIST OF THE GRAND THEATRE IN LOOZ

ANNA SALU-TUZ

ROMAN REWAK0W1CZ
.

'

PIANIST

CONDUCTOR
CONCERTS ARE SPONSORED BY:

in USA

in Canada

U k r a i n i a n National Association, inc.

Ukrainian Canadian Committee inc.

Let's welcome our countrymen en masse!
TOUR SCHEDULE 1N USA

- -W) І І . , І ; s l d s i ; ,
ROCHESTER, N.YT

Wednesday O c t o b e r 1, 1 9 8 6 4ь 7 : 0 0 P.M.
Eastridge H.S. Aud.. 2 3 5 0 Ridge Rd. East
,
Ukrainian Credit Union. 8 3 1 Josep Avenue; ..
Kuty Co.. 683 Hudson Avenue; Luba Liquor Store. 701 Titus Ave
and "Mosaic" Store
-i .1

BUFFALO. N Y .

Thursday, October 2 , 1 9 8 6 - 7 : 3 0 P.M.
McKinley. H.S– Aud., 1 5 0 0 Elmwood Ave.
in Parishes or call Mr. Ted Pryshlak. (716) 675-4281

PARMA, Ohio

ED1SON, N.J.

P H I L A D E L P H I A . Pa. Saturday,october 11,1986 - 7:00 P.M.
Northeast H.S. Aud., Cottman a n d AJgon St.
For infor. call (215) ^24-7264
NEW

YORK, N Y

Friday. October 3. 1 9 8 6 - 7 : 3 0 P.M.
Brecksville H.S. Aud.. 6376 Mill Rd.. Broadview Hts, O h .
Credit Unions. Ukrainian Stores or call
Mr. William Liscynesky. (216) 888-4220

WARREN, M i c h .

CHICAGO, HI.

—

Saturday, October 4 , 1 9 8 6 - 6 : 0 0 P.M.
,Warren Woods Public Schools, 2 7 1 0 0 Schoehner
12 Mille Rd. - Warren. Mich.
Credit Unions or call Mr. Roman Tatarsky. (313) 756-8229
or Mr. Wolodymyr Dyhdalo. (313) 7 5 9 6 5 4 9

Sunday, October 5, 1 9 8 6 - 3 : 0 0 P.M. a n d 7:00 P.M.
Lane T e c h . H.S. Audi, Western a n d Addison
Self Reliance Ukrainian Federal Creditr Union.
2351 West Chicago Avenue;
1st Security Federal Saving Bank. 936 N. Western;
Alma Travel, 1282 N. Milwaukee;
Delta Gift Shop. 2242 W. Chicago Avenue.
Stauropigion Ukrainian Catholic Publishing Co
2226 West Chigago Avenue:
Ukrainian Book Store. 2315 W Chicago Avenue
Poionia Book Store 2886 Milwaukee Avenue

PITTSBURGH. Pa.

Wednesday" October 8. 1 9 8 6 - 8 : 0 0 P M.
Soldiers a n d Sailors M e m o r i a l Hall 5th Ave. a n d Bigelow B1VL! . O a k l a n d . Pa
for inlor call Mr Michael Komichak. (412; Z'ii 1900

WASHINGTON, D C

T h u r s d a y . October 9. 1 9 8 6 - 7:30 P.M.
Lisner A u d . George W a s h i n g t o n Univ.. 7 3 0 2 1 s t St. N,W.
For infor call Mr Eugene lwanciw (202) 632 6285

Friday, October 1 0 , 1 9 8 6 - 7:30 P.M.
Performing Arts Center - Middlesex County
Woodbridge Ave. a n d Mill Rd.
in Parishes, or call Melane Lawrence. (201) 738-7224 і

Sunday, October 1 2 , 1 9 8 6 - 3:00 P.M.
Hunter College Aud.. 6 9 5 Park Ave.
"Arka" Co.. 26 1st Avenue. (212) 473-3550
Surma. 11 E. 7th Street. (212) 477-0729;
Plast Store. 304 Є. 9th Street. (212),673-9530; . .;.
Twardowski Travel, 18 St. Mark's Pi.. (212) 475 5583

'. :.

LODl. N.J.

Sunday. October 1 2 , 1 9 8 6 - 7:30 P.M.
Felician College Aud.. 2 0 0 S. Main St.
Ukrainian Center, inc.. 240 Hope Avenue. (201) 779 4017.
Borawski Travel. 345 Passaic Street. Passaic. N J
(201) 779-0069

U N l O N , N.J.

Monday, October 1 3 , 1 9 8 6 - 7:00 P.M.
Wilkins Theatre - Kean College. Morris Ave.
"Dnipro", Sanford Avenue. Newark. N.J. (201) 373-8783

KERHONKSON. N Y . Thursday, October 16. 1 9 8 6 - 7 ; 3 0 P.M.
Soyuzivka - U k r a i n i a n National Ass. Estate
Soyuzivka. for infor call (914) 626-5641
YONKERS. N Y

Friday. O c t o b e r 17. 1 9 8 6 - 7 ; 3 0 P.M
S a u n d e r s H.S. A u d . . 1 4 5 Palmer Rd
For infor call Mi Michal Burcrak ( 9 1 4 l 4 2 3 8 i :

BOSTON

Saturday. October 18, 1 9 8 6 - 7 3 0 P.M
New E n g l a n d Life Hall. 2 2 5 C l a r e n d o n St
For infor tali Mr Walter Hetmansky (617'-"-,2л

Mass

S u n d a y . October 19. 1 9 8 6 -

3:30 P.M

Bulkeley H.S. A u d . . 3 0 0 W e t h e r s f i e l d Ave
Credit Union and Ukrainian National Home

DON'T M1SS TH1S 0UTSTAND1NG C0NCERJ!
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
October 1

October S

ROCHESTER, N.Y.: Zhuravli. the WASHINGTON: The coalition for
Ukrainian men's chorus from Po– Constitutional Justice and Security
land, will perform in concert at 7:30 will hold an ecumenical prayer ser–
p.m. in the Eastridge High School vice at 11 a.m. in front of the U;S.
auditorium at 2350 Ridge Road East. Supreme Court Building at First
The concert will feature soprano Street, S.E. to protest the deporta–
Maria Szczucka, soloist for the tion of Americans accused of Nazi
Grand Theatre in Lodz. Roman war crimes to the Soviet Union by the
Rewakowicz is conducting the cho– Justice Department's Office of Spe–
rus, which will be accompanied by cial investigations. For further mfor–
pianist Anna SuLj-Tuz. The month- mation call Man-Ann Rikken at
long Canadian and U.S. concert tour (703)243-1261.
is being sponsored by the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee and the Ukrai–
CH1CAGO: Zhuravli, the Ukrainian
nian National Association.
men's choir from Poland, will per
form
in concert at 3 and again at 7
October 2
p.m. in the Lane Technical High
BUFFALO, N.Y.: The Ukrainian School auditorium at Western and
men's choir Zhuravli from Poland Addison.
will perform in concert at 7:30 p.m. in
the McKinley High School audito–
COLEBROOK, Conn.: The Hart– І
rium at 1500 Elmwood Ave.
ford. Conn., Plast branch invites the і
public to attend their "Petchenia 1
October 3
Baraboli - Potato Bake"at the Plast g
camp
Bobrivka, beginning at 1 p.m. h
PARMA, Ohio: Zhuravli, the Ukrai–
nian men's chorus from Poland will For more information call irene В
perform in concert at 7:30 p.m. in Sywenkyj at (203) 524-2085 during І
Parma Senior High School audito– the day.
rium at 6285 W. 54th St.
JENK1NTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior 1
College will hold its annual Ukrai– І
October 3-5
nian festival from noon to 7 p.m. at Щ
SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J.: the college at Fox Chase Road and if
The United Ukrainian-Orthodox Forrest Avenue. Sponsored by Ma– Щ
Sisterhoods of the U.S.A. will hold nor's Ukrainian Heritage Studies І
their 10th convention in celebration Center, the day will include pro– fe
of their 25th jubilee this weekend in grarris of folk dance, music and song, Й
the Home of Ukrainian Culture. An including performances by the Щ
anniversary banquet will be held at 7 Chaika dance ensemble of Yonkers, І
p.m. at the Orthodox Center in the N.Y., voloshky dancers of Philadel– І
Cultural Home. The 525 fee will phia and the Karpaty band of Phila– Щ
cover the cost of dinner, as well as a delphia. Admission is S3 for adults
fashion show of historical Ukrainian and 51 for children under 12. For
more information call (215) 8852360, ext. 64.
Octofc

LRTFORD, Conn.: The instruc–
tion of Ukrainian folk dancing will
be given Saturdays at 1-2:30 p.m. in
the sctjool hall of St. Michael's parish
school at 135 Wethersfield Ave.
beginning tbis Saturday. Children
age 5 and up are welcome. For
further information call Halya Bala–
ban at (203) 659-1935.
HAM1LTON, NJ.: The Hamilton
Ukrainian Group is sponsoring
"Tanya and Ludmi!la,from Montreal
- An Art show," at the Ukrainian
American Cultural Center, 477 Jere–
miah Ave., at 2-7 p.m. Admission is
free and refreshments will be served.
For more information call Dr. Ome–
lan Kotsopey at (609) 393-6891
during the day.
WARREN, Mich.: Zhuravli, the
Ukrainian men's chorus from Po–
land, will perform in concert at 6
p.m. in the Warren Woods Public
School at 27100 Schoener.
MAPLEWOOD, NJ.:The Brotherhood of Holy Ascension Ukrainian
Orthodox Church will hold its an–
nual fall barbeque; roast beef dinner
and dance, beginning with vespers at
7 p.m. and dinner at 8 p.m., in the
church hall at 652 lrvington Ave. The
Bohdan Hirniak Orchestra will provide the entertainment. Tickets may
be purchased at the door. For more
iformation call (201) 763-3932.

ASTOR1A, N.Y.: The Basilian
Fathersand parishioners of the Holy
Cross Ukrainian Catholic Church
will honor their pastor, the Rev.
Christopher Woytyna OSBM, on the
25th anniversary of his ordination to
the priesthood with a solemn divine
liturgy at 11:30 a.m. in the church at
31-12 30th St. and a jubilee banquet
at Kneer's Golden Pheasant, 32-08
Broadway, at 1 p.m. A limited num–
ber of banquet tickets at 525 per
реї son are available in the parish
office at (212)932-4060.
October 9
TORONTO: The Parkdale-High
Park Federal Progressive Conserva–
tive Association will hold a fundraising cocktail reception for their
member of Parliament, Andrew
Witer, at 5:30 p.m. at the Boulevard
Club. Tickets are 5100 each, and a
tax credit receipt for the donation'
portion will be issued directly by PC
Canada. For tickets call Paul K,o–
marnicky at (416) 233-5193 or Sonia
Moliad at (416) 767-5917.
October 10

NIAGARA FALLS, Ont.: ciub
Tryzub, a newly organized social
youth club in Niagara Falls, will hold
a "Uki Pub Night" at 8 p.m. in St.
Mary's Ukrainian Catholic Church
Hall at 6348 Main St. Tickets are 52.
A DJ will provide music for dancing.
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Women's conference topics finalized
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Wo–
man in Two Worlds Conference sche–
duled for October 4 and 5 in Princeton,
N.J. is just around the corner. Panel
topics are set, and moderators, workshop leaders and panelists have accept–
^d^the^jnvitation to participate. The
followingls "sf summary^of topics and
speakers.
о Parenting: Topics will be discussed
within the context of our Ukrainian
community, focusing on the availability
and quality of Ukrainian day-care
centers; the effect of non-Ukrainian
day-care on future language preserva–
tion; services available to minimally
disadvantaged children; peer pressure
and other environmental influences on
teenagers (drug and alcohol abuse); the
single Ukrainian parent. The moderator
of this panel is Dr. Marty niuk-Richard–
son and panelists include: Marta Kicho–
rowska-Kebalo, Oka Hrycak, Dr. iya
Awramtchuk-Klim, Roman Kilar and
Katya Masnyk.
" Aged Parents: Subjectsofdiscussion
include changing ethnic neighborhoods
and the effect this has on the Ukrainian
elderly; availability of social welfare
benefits; home care vs. nursing homes
for the Ukrainian elderly and the
psychological impact on both aged
parent and caregiver (child). Panelists
are Bishop Basil Losteh, v"era Lash–
chyk, Maria Tatunchak and Dr. An–
drew Ripeckyj. who will also moderate.
" The Younger Generation: Panelists
are Ukrainian college-age students who
will voice their views on the Ukrainian
community and their participation.
Moderating this panel is Dora Horba–
chewsky and panelists include: Roxo–
lana Telepko, Boris Wirstiuk, Lida
Mykytyn, Jurij Priatka, Peter Matia–
szek.
" Women and Politics: Topics under
consideration are Ukrainian lobbying
efforts; the case of Myroslaw Medvid;
the Chornobyl nuclear accident; Soviet
disinformation and what we can do
about it; how to approach the media
(specifically American). Bohdan Futey
is moderator, while panelists include
James Mace, Nadia Komarnyckyj–

McConnell and Halyna Kozak.
e Ukrainians or Americans: Who and
Where are We? issues presented range
from the contributions of each Ukrai–
nian emigration to the Ukrainian com–
munity, their relationship with one
another, to current events in Ukraine
and how to relate to them. The panelists
speaking are: Daniel Maxymiuk, Rok–
solana Stojko-Lozynsky, Maria
Duplak and Prof. Taras Hunczak. Dr.
Dark Mark us is the moderator.о Our Community and Beyond: This
session will consist of a round-table
discussion by individuals within and
outside the Ukrainian community.
They will consider the priorities and
interests of the community. Dr. Martha
Bohachevsky-Chomiak heads the panel,
which consists of Dr. Marta Cehelska,
Marta Fedoriw, Lida Jarosewych, N.
Kononenko-Moyle, KsenJa Kuzmych,
Nadia Komarnyckyj-McConnell, Helen
Petrauskas, Marta Shmigel, Natalie
Sluzar and Anastasia Yolker.
" The Working WomanPointsatissue
are: the need for networking within and
outside the Ukrainian community and
ways to get this started; working for
Ukrainian establishments; how to pre–
sent yourself; career training; total
wellrress — physical and emotional of the working woman. Panelists are:
Maria Hura, Roma Hadzewycz, Dr.
Christine Machiedo, Marta Nawrocky
Torielli, Maureen O'Brien. The mode–
rator is Lydia Bazarko.
in addition to panel discussions there
are five workshops scheduled:
" Preservation of a Heritage' Lubow
Wolynetz of The Ukrainian Museum of
New York is scheduled to present how
we can take care of and preserve the
treasures of our Ukrainian culture.
" Stress Reduction: Dr. lya Awramt–
chuk-Klim and Zoriana Luckyj lead
this session which will investigate how
being active in "two worlds," two
cultures places a greater burden on us.
Both the positive and negative aspects
of stress will be discussed as well as how
to cope with it.
' Positive Self-image: Dr. Halya
(Continued on page 15)

U1A to honor Palance
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian insti–
tute of America will honor actor Jack
Palance as "Ukrainian of the Year —
1986" during a gala banquet at The
Plaza, Fifth Avenue at 59th Street, on
Sunday afternoon, November 16
Mr. Palance, currently the host of the
popular network show, "Ripley's Be–
lieve it Or Not," is well-known for his
dramatic roles both in film and on
Broadway. He has often spoken of his
Ukrainian heritage and regarded his
roots with respect and admiration.
Mr. Palance served as narrator in
Slavko Nowytski's film "The Helm of
Destiny," commissioned by the Ukrai–

nian National Association, and has
often contributed his time and talent to
various Ukrainian causes.
The afternoon dinner and awards
ceremony will begin with cocktails at
noon, followed by dinner at 1 p.m. and a
musical program. Tickets are available
for Si00 per person, 5150 per couple.
All proceeds will go toward the Ukrai–
nian institute of America.
After the banquet, the Young Pro–
fessionals of the Ukrainian institute of
America will host an open house at the
U1A. For more information please call–
the institute at (212) 288--8660.

Manor offers teachers' seminar
JENK1NTOWN, Pa. - Manor Ju–
nior College will offer "issues in Ukrai–
nian History" on Tuesdays, October 14
through December 16, from 7 to 8:30
p.m. The seminar will explore selected
topics in Ukrainian history, particularly
issues at the center of historical debate
and those bearing on the underlying
processes of Ukrainian history.
This will include: the nature of
ancient cultures in Ukraine, socio–
cultural and political processes, rela–
tions with neighboring countries and
will conclude with an analysis of events
in recent Ukrainian history. The fee is
545.
^

The seminar will help high school
history teachers, people interested in
Ukrainian history, along with the
general public in clarifying Ukrainian
issues. Dr. lhor Mirchuk, director of
Manor's Ukrainian Heritage Studies
Center, will be the instructor for the
seminar.
For further information or to register,
call (215) 884-2218 or visit the office of
Continuing Education, located in the
Academic Building on the college
campus. Fox Chase Road and Forrest
Avenue, Jenkintown. The office is open
Monday and Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
and Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs–
day, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

